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for a new car, 
consider a Volvo. 
And instead of getting some 
These days,~~~~.~ 
cannakers every-
where are tooting their horns about how much 
money }OO get back on their cars. 
But at Volvo, we prefer telling}Ou about how 
much car }OU get in return for }Our money. 
Consider, for instance, Volvo's long-standing 
reputation for safety and durability. Our three-}eaf 
limited warranty that puts no limit on mileage.' 
And our free roadside assistance plan called 
"On CalI~SM 
No other carmaker offers all that 
of }Our money back, }Ou'll get something even better. 
All of}OOr money's worth. 
VOLVO 
A car }OO can believe in. 
SCANDIA VOLVO 
"1986 Volvo Dealer of Excellence Award Winner" 
1661 Del Monte, Seaside· 899-2441 • From Salinas 424-9977 
0S«:)OW Vohodealcr forttrmsand conditions. SM"ON CALl: is a service mart olVoIvo North "merit. Corporation and isolTcrcd in cooperation with the Amoto MoIorClub. Limitalion5 lnd 
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The Classmate was originated and previ-
ously edited by the wives of the students of 
the General line and Naval Science School. 
It is now sponsored by the Officer Students' 
Wives' Club of the Naval Postgraduate 
School. Material and opinions contained 
herein are those of the publishers and are 
not to be considered an official expression 
of the Department of the Navy. Because of 
Its functions as an unofficial medium for the 
Officer Students' Wives' Club, advertise-
ments in the publication do not constitute 
an endorsement by the Department of the 
Navy of services advertised. Written permis-
sion Is necessary to re-prlnt any mater\al 
herein. Published at no cost to the U.S. Gov· 
ernment by Herald Printers, 201 Foam St., 
Monterey, CA. 
The monthly deadline for ALL copy to the 
Editor, SMC 2330, Is the 1st of the month 
prior to the month of publication (November 
1st to get Into the December issue). The 
deadllno for advertising copy Is the 5th of 
the month prior to the month of publication. 
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387 Ocean Ave. 
Monterey, Ca lif. 
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CHIROPRACTIC 
Linda Fox-J arvis 
Military Relocation Specialist 
Million Dollar Sales Associate 
1-804-460-2456 
GOING TO YOUR DENTIST 
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE 
A BAD EXPERIENCE 
NOW THERE IS A NEW. COMFORTABLE AND SAFE 
ALTERNATIVE TO CONVENTIONAL DECAY RE-
.. MOVAL ... CARIDEX . .. OFTEN DR. KROLL USES 
A NEW TECHNIQUE THAT MINIMIZES THE NEED 
FOR DRILLING AND THE NEEDLE. AND THIS IS 
GREAT FOR KIDS. IN FACT. I-
HCHILDREN ARE SOME OF . 0 j a: ~ 
OUR FAVORITE PATIENTS. CALL :;l ~ ~ '" > ~ 
x:! CI: z ~ ~ 
DR. KROLL FOR FREE INFOR - ~ i' ffi i' ul " 
MATION: 394-1408. FREMONT " 
We Will Gladly Accept and Assist You 
With Your New Dental Health Plan. 
24-Hour Emergency 
Service Available 
h.ning & Saturday 
Appointments 
DR. RONALD A. KROll · 
Graduate of 
Georgetown University 
HILTON INN, MONTEREY 
AUG 7,8,9 
373-6141 
For Personal Appointment and 
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775 Kimball Ave. 
Seaside 394-1408 
Barbara Adams, GRI 
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by Sue Smith 
August has to be my favorite sum-
mer month. It has always been the 
most laid-back month of summer, after 
the frenzy of school getting out in June 
and the busy-ness of vacation trips and 
celebrations of July. 
This issue pretty well reflects what I 
look forward to during this month. A 
trip to '1he country" to pick up berries 
for freezer jam is due for our family, 
and with the compilation of the "Coun-
try Crossroads" farm guide by Maumi 
Harris, we will have no trouble figuring 
out where to go to find whatever we 
may decide to use. 
An event I look forward to every year 
wherever we live is the County Fair. 
County fairs always bring back good 
memories for me. Growing up, I'd al-
ways enter something, just to be more 
a part of it all. I have even been known 
to enter work my husband or a friend 
had done. (I mean in their names). In 
fact, that is how my husband came 
about a certain purple ribbon hanging 
over his desk! I am considering enter-
ing a couple of classes this year, too. 
After you read the article on this year's 
Monterey County Fair, why don't you 
plan to spend a day there and look for 
my entry? 
One of the last preparations we 
make before fall is shopping for our 
children's back-to-school outfits, and I 
hope you enjoy our photo layout on 
children's fall fashions as much as we 
did putting it together. Everyone was 
very helpful getting the wardrobe (from 
Rascals) and location (La Mesa 
School) worked out. The models were 
all terrific to work with, too. I hope you 
get some good ideas for what you may 
want to get for your children, if you are 
lucky enough to be in that position. 
We have another new Stormy Wea-
ther writer to introduce you to this 
month. Carole Van Drie, army wife 
stationed in Los Angeles and mother 
of three, will be submitting articles for 
our pleasure. 
Enjoy this August issue and I'll see 
you next month in our bi-annual Wel-
come Aboard issue. 
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Sat. & Sun. 9-5 p.m. 
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President's Message 1 ..... ------
Autumn! In most other duty stations 
August heralds the end of sticky-hot 
summer days and the arrival of cool, 
invigorating weather that makes us all 
want to "get moving. " Monterey, of 
course , does quite the opposite: the 
cool, foggy days of summer give way 
to an all-too-brief season of sun and 
warmth in La Mesa. I urge you to take 
full advantage of this opportunity; invite 
the neighbors for a cookout, take a 
brisk walk after the kids head for 
school , sign up for an OSWC class, 
learn a new craft at the Ft. Ord Craft 
Center. 
OSWC is on the verge of a seasonal 
"rejuventation" as well. The elect-
tion of a new Executive Board and ap-
pointment of Governing Board Chair-
men is now almost complete. Their en-
thusiasm and energy are sure to pro-
duce some exciting additions to your 
fall schedule. I invite you to join the 
current and incoming Boards for an 
evening of comedy and music on Au-
by Mary Lou Pilnick 
gust 27 as we present "CRAMALOT" 
in the Ballroom of Herrmann Hall. This 
original musical satire explains (in tell-
ing detail) the charms and rigors of 
daily life here at the Naval Post-
graduate School. We'll have commu-
nity representatives and class instruc-
OSWC MEMBERSHIP 
tors on hand to give you details of ac-
tivities and classes listed monthly in 
the Pink Flyer. If you're a new arrival, 
or just feeling settled enough now to 
look about for diversion, you'll find lots 
of new friends and great opportunities! 
It's been a hectic and challenging 
year, but I've worked with so many 
creative, positive people that the time 
has been very rewarding indeed. This 
autumn I plan to slow down a bit (if I 
haven't forgotten how!); indulge at the 
August 14 CHOCOHOLIC BAKE 
SALE; meet some new friends at the 
August 27 CRAMALOT Welcome 
Aboard ; maybe even pick up a treasure 
at the September 5 BARGAIN FAIR. I 
look forward to seeing you at all three 
events! 
Support Our Advertisers 
Tell them you saw their ad 
in THE CLASSMATE 
The OSWC is the Officer Students' Wives' Club of the Naval Postgraduate School for the spouses of all students. 
In addition to sponsoring monthly activities such as luncheons, OSWC also sponsors the Art Auction , Adobe Tour, 
International Students' Wives Tea and many other Holiday events. Dues collected entitle you to member discounts 
as well as monthly Pink Flyers and the OSWC Directory. To obtain membership, fill out the form below and send 
it with a check made out to OSWC to : Helen Marie Putnam, 441 Monroe St., #3, Monterey, CA 93940. Phone 
375-1084, SMC #2032. Dues: $2 per quarter, minimum 4 quarters for new members/renewals (or remainder of 
duty stay). 
SMC # New Member Renewal Active Associate ___ _ 
Last Name _______________ First _________ Phone # ____ _ 
Spouse's Name ________________ Rank _________ Service ____ _ 
Curriculum Graduation Date (month/year) __________ _ 
Address City ________ Zip Code __ _ 
Length of Membership Amount Enclosed $ _______ _ 
Are you interested in committee work? YES ____ NO ____ Volunteer? YES ____ NO __ _ 
Do you wish to have your Name, Spouse's Name and Service, Address and Telephone Number in the OSWC 
Directory? (members only) YES NO ___ _ 
Would you like a copy of the OSWC By-Laws? YES NO 
4 
New Kids 
On The Block 
by Pam Moffitt 
A daughter, Sunra Ahmed, born May 27,1987, 7lbs. 8 ozs. , 21 inches, 
to Farida and Istikhar Ahmed. 
A daughter, Ellen Yvonne, born June 14, 1987, 6 Ibs. 14 ozs., 21 inches, 
to Tom and Martha Clemons. 
A daughter, Ann Marie, born June 19, 1987, 7 Ibs. 9 ozs., 20 inches, 
to Donald and Kimberly Stewart. 






Kids truly enjoy playing 
and learning at Gymboree. 
Each 45-minute weekly class 
is filled with music, games, 
sights and sounds they simply 
can't experience at home. Here, 
with their parents, children 
3 months to 4 years explore 
a colorful world unlike any1hing 
they've ever seen. To find out 
more about the exciting world 
ofGymboree, give us a call 
today. GyMBOREf.. 
Carmel 625-8654 
'1.£tf,E,1>-b. !}OUt PU1>-EIW£ at thE pt£uiEW ~owing of thE 
c:::Nau!} c!?E1>-alE ~!}1>-tEm1>- 9alt 9a1>-hiol2 90'l£Crut 
~UEJ.a.:JJ ~ twwt!}-(ifth of dfugU1>-t 
at 0/2£ p,m, 
d/!l.ail2 ExchangEJ d/!l.ontEU!} 
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Do you need a clean 
import car for one 
month or more? 
LEASE 
From 
Monterey Import Motors 




I ) You may return Ihe car anYlime 
afler 30 days. 
2) All service and repair included . 
Call 646-9692 For Details 
2 Blocks from N.P.S. 
,/ \. 
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fURN IT URE AND PIANO REFINI SHING 
~:=~-"t1. AN TIQUE " . '~ 1.1-
~~ RE STO RIN G ' 7 I,' A SPE CI AlTY :: 'l . . 
MILIT ARY CLAIMS 
& ESTIMATES 
TOUCH-UP & SPOT REPA IR 
GOLD & SILVER LEAFING 
FURNITURE REPAIRS 
OlD PAINTINGS & PICTURE FRAMES 
CLEANED & RESTORED 
cfI1!£onteu~ ~urniture 
~estoratiolt 
PICk ·UP & DElIVERY 
(408) 373-3030 
289 Dickman Avenue 
Monterey, C.Worniil 93940 
- -
~ 
A sampling of the crafts bound for the annual OSWC Christmas Craft Bazaar to be held October 
3 1. This popular sale is now in need of crafts to be sold and volunteers to help run the event. 
(Photo by Linda Yoos.) 
Time to Prepare for the 
Christmas Craft Bazaar 
It's early, but start thinking about the 
annual OSWC sponsored Christmas 
Craft Bazaar. The Bazaar will be held 
in the Barbara McNitt Ballroom on Oc-
tober31 , 1987from 10a.m. t03 p.m. 
Homecrafters, here is your chance 
to sell some of your special talents. 
Shoppers, this is a great opportunity 
to find those special and unique hand-
made items. 
We need volunteers to help run the 
show. For more information or if you 
want to help out, call Debra Defries at 
647-8833 or Alex Dickman at 373-
1734. 
Remember October 31 st for a spec-
ial day to get some of your Christmas 
shopping done early. 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
350 Del Monte Shopping Center 
Next to McDonald's 373-2828 
We Carry Widths to Fit 
The Very Narrow and Very Wide 




to Classmate readers 
with this ad 
STRIDE RITE LAZY BONES 
Welcome Aboard Presents Crama/ot 
The Officer Students' Wives' Club 
extends a special welcome to all wives, 
husbands and students and invites you 
to our presentation of Crama/ol! 
Crama/ol is a fun musical skit by fellow 
students and wives, a definite must-
see during your stay here in Monterey. 
Information on activities and events in 
La Mesa Housing, at the Naval Post-
graduate School and in the Monterey 
area will also be available. Don 't leave 
the Naval Postgraduate School without 
seeing Crama/ol! The Welcome 
Aboard and Crama/ol presentation will 
be Thursday, August 27, 1987, at 7:30 
p.m. in the McNitt Ballroom in 
Herrmann Hall. If you have any ques-
tions, feel free to contact any of the 
following : Margie Connolly (647-9802), 
Deb DeFries (647-8833) , or Laurie lig-
man (372-5262) . See you there! 
Bargain Fair Due in September 
Are you running out of closet space? 
Is your storage room overflowing? Do 
you want to sell all those unwanted or 
unused items before your move to the 
next duty station? The OSWC is spon-
soring a Bargain Fair Saturday, Sep-
tember 5 at the La Mesa School. This 
is your chance to sell those unwanted 
items or, if you are in need of carpeting, 
baby clothes, plants, etc., take advan-
tage of the great buys at the Bargain 
Fair. 
The cost per space is: OSWC 
member $4, non-member $10. Space 
size is approximately 8 x 7 feet. Spaces 
are limited and on a first come, first 
served basis, so act quickly. No more 
than two spaces will be given to an 
individual. Residents of La Mesa Vil-
lage, students and staff of NPS and 
their spouses, who are at least 18 
years of age, are eligible for these 
spaces. No individual may represent 
or sell for any organization. 
Reservation forms will be available 
at the La Mesa Housing Office and the 
Convenience Store after August 3, 
1987 or through the Pink Flyer. The 
completed form and payment must be 
mailed, or hand-delivered, to the ad-
dress on the form by August 24. No 
telephone reservations will be made. 
We reserve the right to stop accepting 
reservations when all spaces are filled 
if that occurs prior to the deadline. 
N PS Ties And Accessories 
OSWC solves your last minute 
graduation and Father's Day gift prob-
lems for the student in your life and 
proud family members. The NPS ties 
and accessories are manufactured by 
the Robert Talbott Company of Car-
mel. The NPS emblem is embroidered 
in yellow silk on navy blue fabric of si lk 
and polyester blend. 
The NPS seal cross stitch kits come 
complete with the fabric and floss to 
complete a three-color seal for your 
memories wall. 
The items are available for purchase 
by calling Debbie Witt at 646-1326 be-
tween 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
The current prices forthe items are: 
Tie (His) $16 
Tie (Tall Man) $18 
Tie (HersN outh) $15 
Tie (Hers/Floppy Bow Tie) $13.50 
Checkbook cover $ 6 
Cosmetic bag $ 7.50 
Coin purse $ 6.50 
Eyeglass case $ 4 
Cross stitch graph $ 2 
Complete cross stitch kit $ 5 
707 Lighthouse Ave. 
Pacific Grove 
372-5848 
- upper level Lighthouse Square -
Specializec ha ir d esigns and 
color for women. men and 
children by appointment. 
20% DISCOUNT 
on service 
for new clients with ad. 
Monterey Peninsula 
Church of the 
Nazarene 
Josselyn Canyon 




9:30 & 11 :00 a.m. Morning Worship 
9:30 & 11 :00 a.m. Adult Bible Study & 
Children's Sunday School 
6:00 p.m. Evening Worship 





monthly movies. VBS, 
camps, picnics, choir 
YOUTH : 
Weekly Bible Study, 
Activity nights 
ADULTS: 
Act ive Bible Studies. 
Fellowships & choir 
• A Christ Centered Church' 
7 
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Books & Gifts 
Hope and Encouragement Found 
At La Mesa Women's Bible Studies 
BOOKS FOR SUMMER 
READING AND BACK 
TO SCHOOL 
Let us hold fast the con-
fession of our hope without 
wavering, for He who prom-
ised is faithful; and let us 
consider how to stimulate 
one another to love and 
good deeds, not forsaking 
our own assembling to-
gether ... but encouraging 
one another ... " 
from 9 :45 to 11 :15 a.m. at Christ the 
King Chapel in Herrmann Hall to view 
Charles Swindoll's six-part film series, 
"Strengthening Your Grip. " The films 
address the issues of 1) priorities; 2) 
aging, 3) leisure, 4) godliness, 5) at-
titudes and 6) authority. Excellent 
child care is available in La Mesa 
homes under the direction of Gini Mar-
tin (372-3010) . An active prayer chain 
stands ready to receive specific prayer 
requests under the direction of Anne 
Grenseman (649-6147). 
A Christian Shop with a non-denomina-
tiona I theme! Bibles, Gifts, Books, Cards 
and Notes for all occasions. Also a fine 
collection of contemporary jewelry by 
James Avery Craftsman, Inc. Children'S 
corner. features Bibles, books, games and 
toys. 
Hebrews 10:23-25 
What a hopeful scripture message 
this is! We have a God who is faithful 
and friends with whom we can both 
encourage and be encouraged when 
we meet together. La Mesa Women's 
Bible Studies offers just such an oppor-
tunity for all women associated with 
the Naval Postgraduate School com-
munity. 
The September 17, 1987 fall brunch 
will launch our next quarter of studies. 
Several Bible study topics will be of-
fered and each leader will describe her 
study at the brunch. Sign-up for fall 
studies will begin at that time. For more 
information about La Mesa Women's 
Bible Studies, please contact Cindy 
Cupp at 384-8904 or Marty Hills at 646-
8835. 
9:30 to 5:30 Mon. thru Sat. 
Phone 624-1290 
KINGDOM COME 
26386 Carmel Rancho lane 
in Carmel Rancho Square 
at the Mouth of Carmel Valley 
Easy parking at two entrances. 
We invite you to join us. We are pre-
sently meeting each Thursday morning 
MOVING TO WASHINGTON OR QUANTICO? 
You already have a friend in the area ... 
gmul21 
PLC REAL TV, L TO, 
"Hi, I'm Susan Wilson. • 
I'm a military wife who lived in 
Monterey while my husband 
attended the Naval Post-· 
graduate School. 
Now I'm an Agent with 
CENTURY 21 PLe Realty in • 
the Northern Virginia area and 
I'd like to help make this your 
best move ever. 
I know from experience what 
you need and how to help." 





OFFICE CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 
TO ALL MILITARY BASES 
FREE AREA INFORMATION 
PACKAGES 
AND EVERYTHING YOU WOULD 
EXPECT FROM CENTURY 21 




Special Hotel Rates 
4390 KEVIN WALKER DRIVE DUMFRIES, VIRGINIA 22026 
PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY, VA TELEPHONE: (703) 680-6880 
~ and --- tradema rks of Century 21 Real Estate Corporation. Pnnted In U.S.A. Equall·lousing Opportunity Gl 
EACH OFF ICE IS INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED. 
Volunteers Needed 
To Save NRS 
Thrift Shop 
Volunteers are desperately needed 
to keep the Navy Relief Thrift Shop 
open. Unfortunately, if volunteers don't 
step forward soon we will be forced to 
close the Thrift Shop. This would be a 
terrible loss. Last year the Thrift Shop 
raised over $11,000 for Navy Relief. 
This money was returned to Navy 
families in the form of emergency 
loans, grants and student loans. 
The Thrift Shop has a wide variety 
of goods for everyone - clothing for all 
ages, uniforms, toys , books, house-
hold items and countless other items. 
All merchandise in the shop are dona-
tions and most are priced under $1 . 
It's a place where many families shop 
often and depend on for good bar-
gains. 
We are now in need of a chairman 
for the Thrift Shop to keep things or-
ganized and running smoothly. If 
you're a take-charge person looking for 
a place to channel your energy, this 
could be the place. If you can spare 
just a couple of hours a month to keep 
a very important part of the Navy Relief 
going, we would like to hear from you! 
On top of the great feeling you'll get 
from doing something very worthwhile, 
free child care is provided! For more 
information, please contact the Navy 
Relief office at 373-7665. 
o.s.w.C. Classes 
by Debbie Blake 
If you are interested in teaching a 
course, or wish to stop teaching a 
course you are presently offering, con-
tact Sherry Hamilton at 372-7119. If 
you are interested in taking a course, 
call the instructors listed below. 
DELETED CLASSES: 
Cake Decorating - Mani Sorenson 
(375-4513) . 
Oriental Cooking - Mani Sorenson 
(375-4513). 
NEW CLASSES: 
Basket Lining - Lisa Duffy (373-
6662). Come and line your basket with 
your favorite fabric. Then use your bas-
ket as a wall decoration, coffee table 
piece, gift, etc. Class fee - $9, 9 a.m. 
- 12 noon Wednesdays. Call for more 
details. Class size limited to four 
people. 
Piano Lessons - Lisa Duffy (373-
6662). I have ten years teaching ex-
perience plus an Associate degree in 
piano. I will teach beginners as well as 
advanced students. $6.50 per half 
hour. 
continued on next page 
rvt:JNTEREY ASSEJ'v'EILY CF GCXJ 
"A loving and exciting church focus-
ing its ministry upon your family ." 
Your time at NPS can be trying for the whole family. Why 
not let our family-centered church be a spiritual OASIS 
for you while you're here. IWE'RE NEAR TO LA MESA 
AT MONTEREY PENINSULA COLLEGE I 
MEETING AT: 
MONTEREY PENINSULA COLLEGE 
(LECTURE FORUM #103) 
SUNDAYS: 10:00 A.M.} EXCELLENT NURSERY! 
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The 
HAND MADEN 
3 18 Grand Ave . • Pacific Grove 
NOIII Scheduling Classes 
~ FABRICS 
~ PATTERNS 
~ CROSS STITCH 




Join one of our quick and easy 





Sun . 12·5 
Yeast Bread Baking - Sherry Hamil-
ton (372-7119). Learn the art. A four-
hour class teaching two methods of 
yeast bread baking. Each student will 
make 4 loaves of bread, 2 plain and 2 
cinnamon (if desired), to take home. 
Class size limited to 2. Arrange conve-
nient instruction time with teacher. Fee 
$15. 
CURRENT CLASSES 
Aerobic Dance with Becky Barker -
Becky Barker (649-6793). 
Aerobics and Toning - Linda Conk-
lin (646-5309). 
Basket Lining - Lisa Duffy (373-6662). 
Beginning Basketweaving - Colette 
Rau (647-8601). 
Beginning Basketweaving - Ellen 
Will (647-8738). 
Belly Dancing - Paula Claussen 
(625-3048). 
Bowling - Mary Ripperton (649-
8432). 
Children's Creative Dance - Terri 
Grimshaw (624-3799). 
Creative Inner Explorations - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
Dancethin - Marion McAlpine (646-
9311). 
Drawing and Painting Techniques 
for the Emerging Artist - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
Early Parenting - Barbara Dickin-
son (375-2587). 
Improve Your Handwriting - Marion 
S. Wilson (373-3845). 
Needlepoint - Sally Dewey (624-
2250). 
Piano - Kazuo Mockett (624-9596). 
Piano - Nathalie Plotkin (373-5671 ). 
Piano Lessons - Lisa Duffy (373-6662) . 
Polynesian Dance - Paula Claus-
sen (625-3048). 
Private Art Instruction - Don 
Mathews (373-7809) . 
Quilted Christmas Stockings -
Leesa Morris (649-2389). 
Scherenschnitte (German Scissor 
Cutting) - Connie Frostenson (375-
1876). 
Smocking from Start to Finish-
Linda Shiver (375-4091). 
Spinning - Janis Mineart (375-
7487). 
Stenciling - Carlitta Wimberly (373-
6651). 
Super Easy Stenciling - Connie 
Frostenson (375-1876). 
Suzuki Violin and Viola Lessons -
Mildred Kline (624-9541 ). 
The Joy of Art For Beginners - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
The Joy of Art Outside - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
Weaving on a Frame Loom - Janis 
Mineart (375-7487). 
Tennis Instruction - Karen Stewart 
(373-3487). 
Yeast Bread Baking - Sherry Hamil-
ton (372-7119). 
TUTORING 
Mathematics Tutoring - Cindy Cupp 
(384-8904). 
Reading Tutoring - Marie Sexton 
(649-1412). 
Tutoring - A Positive Approach -
Carol Stewart (649-4247). 
Tutoring - Believe, Achieve, Suc-
ceed - Kim Roderick (649-6786). 
• 
Yoga For Chil 
The hour before dinner tends to be 
anything but a "happy hour. " But it can 
become a special time for everyone if 
you plan an easy session of yoga pos-
tllroe:: th~t narents and vounasters can 
August signals that the end of sum-
mer is around the corner, and around 
the corner from the Naval Museum in 
the basement of Herrmann Hall is the 
exciting Eagle's Eye Gallery, spon-
sored by OSWC and staffed by mem-
bers of the Military Wive's Art Associ-
ation, who are also the artists rep-
resented. Shirley Barcus, wife of Chap-
lain Richard E. Barcus, is "Artist of the 
Month" and will be showing her favorite 
subjects: East and West coast light-
houses, seagulls and, of course, seas-
capes. Shirley was born in Nebraska, 
grew up in Wyoming and presently is 
an advisor for OSWC in addition to 
being president of the Military Wive's 
Art Association . 
Gallery hours are 11 :30 a.m. to 3 
p.m., Monday through Friday. Stop in 
and see the latest paintings by Shirley 
and the other active members of the 
gallery - and if you are an artist, ask 
for an application for membership. 
Phone 372-3565 for more information. 
Correction to 
Academic Calendar 
In the March/April issue of The 
Classmate the Academic Calendar 
stated the fall quarter reporting date to 
be Sept. 28 and the first day of instruc-
tion to be Oct. 1. It has come to our 
attention that the reporting date will in-
stead be Sept. 21 and the first day of 
instruction will be Sept. 28. We regret 
any inconvenience this may have 
caused to our readers . 
2114 Del Monte Ave. 




Home ofthe Five Napkin Burger 
and Parlor Car Cocktails 
Your Host Engineers 
Larry & Cindy 
Let Us Develop Your Film 
·4 x 6 prints 
• 3'12 x 5 prints 
• Contact Sheets 
• Color or 
Black & White 
• E6 
• Kodachrome 
580 Lighthouse Ave. 
372-6337 
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00 Sat. 10:00-3:00 
Bay Pet Hospital 
220 I Fremont Blvd . . 
Monterey, California 
375-2436 
Marina Pet Hospital 
Office Hours 
Weekdays 8-5:30 
Saturday 8-12 By Appointment 
358 Reservation Road 
Marina, California 
384-6055 








Effective August 1, 
1987, the Branch Dental 
Clinic, Naval Postgraduate 
School, will start taking 
phone calls for dependent 
appointment~ at 12:30 
p.m. each Friday, vice 
time currently in effect. 
The appointments will 
continue to be made only 
ten working days in ad-
vance and are expected to 
be filled very quickly. 
The dental clinic staff 
would also like to remind 
its dependent patrons that 
starting August 1, 1987, if 
you are enrolled in the De-
pendent Dental Insurance 
Plan you will be ineligible 
for routine dental care at 
the NPS Dental Clinic. 
•••••••• 
NPGS STUDENTS & STAFF 
10% DISCOUNT 
MOVIE EXPRESS CARD 
WHERE ALVARDO, MUNRAS, 
PEARL & POLK STREETS MEET 
•••••••• 
Fort 
Arts and Creative Inner Explorations - Don era Mathews (373-7809) . Dancethin - Marion McAlpine (646-
9311) . 
Drawing and Painting Techniques 
AIRBRUSH 
for the Emerging Artist - Don 
Mathews (373-7809) . 
Workshop, Aug. 31 at 6:30 p.m. 1 
CERAMICS 
Early Parenting - Barbara Dickin-
son (375-2587) . 
Improve Your Handwriting - Marion 
Soft Sculpture Animals, Aug. 4 at S Wilson (373-3845) . 
Teddy Bear Napkin Rings, Aug. 1! N~dlepoint _ Sally Dewey (624-
CHILDREN'S CLASSES 2250). 
Drawing & Painting, Aug. 8 at 10 < Piano _ Kazuo Mockett (624-9596). 
Mixed Media, Aug. 8 at 12:30 p.m. Piano - Nathalie Plotkin (373-5671) . 
Working with Clay and "Things", A Piano Lessons -Lisa Duffy (373-6662) . 
Sculpture, Aug. 4 at 2 p.m. 2 wks. - , - . 
Windchimes, Aug. 30 at 2:30 p.m. 1 day 
Kitten in a Shoe (Ceramics), Aug. 1 at 1 p.m. 2 wks. 
CROCHET 
Beginning, Aug. 19 at 7 p.m. 2 wks. 
Intermediate, Aug. 10 at 7 p.m. 3 wks. 
FINE ART 
Cannery Row (Watercolors), Aug. 11 at 6:30 p.m. 3 wks. 
Carmel Mission, Aug. 3 at 6:30 p.m. 3 wks. 
Seascape & "Silver Lining" Clouds, Aug. 8 at 10 a.m. 2 wks . 
California Hills with Old Oak Tree, Aug. 23 at 1 :30 p.m. 2 wks. 
MAT CUTTING 
Creative Mat Cutting, Aug. 15 at 1 p.m. 2 days 
PAPER MAKING 
Workshop, Aug 8 at 10 a.m. 1 day 
Workshop, Aug. 9 at 10 a.m. 1 day 
Workshop, Aug. 22 at 10 a.m. 1 day 
Workshop, Aug. 23 at 10 a.m. 1 day 
PHOTO 
Advance Darkroom Techniques, Aug. 4 at 7 p.m. 3 wks . 
PORCELAIN 
Clown Doll, Aug. 4 at 3 or 7 p.m. 4 wks. 
Rose Glass, Aug. 22 at 2 p.m. 2 wks. 
Ballerina Doll , Aug. 5 at 3 or 7 p.m. 4 wks. 
POTTERY 
Raku Workshop, Aug. 1 at 11 a.m. 1 day 
Planters, Aug. 2 at 2:30 p.m. 3 wks. 
Raku Workshop, Aug. 15 at 11 a.m. 1 day 
SCULPTURE 
Woodblock Printmaking, Aug. 8 at 1 p.m. 4 wks. 
TOLE PAINTING 
Santa Bell Ringer, Aug. 1 at 9 a.m. 1 day 
Be sure to sign up for these and all other classes in advance at the Fort 
Ord Arts and Crafts Sales Store, located between 2nd and 3rd Avenues 
on 8th Street. For further information call the Program Office, 242-3584. 
• 
Yoga For Children - Or For The Child In Us All 
The hour before dinner tends to be 
anything but a "happy hour. " But it can 
become a special time for everyone if 
you plan an easy session of yoga pos-
tures that parents and youngsters can 
do alone or together. 
The stretches given here are in-
spired by favorite animals and toys, ap-
pealing to children and to the child in 
all of us. This set of exercises can also 
be used by teachers in the classroom, 
or for a yoga party with neighborhood 
children on the weekend. It is a great 
way to give little ones some healthful 
activity (and keep your sanity) on a 
foggy or rainy day. 
If you don't have children, try the 
postures just for fun and refreshment. 
Take a warm shower or bath if you 
can, put on something comfortable, 
have a fruit or juice snack if you feel 
hungry. Deep breathing will give your 
body the "oxygen cocktail" it craves. 
Even pre-school children can do 
these postures. Some children are 
very limber, but not yet very strong in 
many of their joints; others already 
have become stiff or may lack coordi-
nation. The postures should always be 
done gently, gradually and joyfully. 
Surely one of the greatest gifts we 
can give our children is to help them 
claim their birthright to grow up 
straight, strong and limber. These easy 
exercises promote flexibility, muscle 
control and coordination , physical 
poise, emotional balance and mental 
concentration. Another benefit is feel-
ing related to all of nature as we stretch 
like a cat or sit like a frog . 
There is medical evidence that cor-
rect deep breathing can actually in-
crease a child 's 1.0. by enlarging his 
intake of oxygen. As in adults, this en-
by Phyllis Haffner 
Yoga Instructor 
and Certified Massage Practitioner 
hances mental alertness and effective-
ness. In other parts of the world, yoga 
exercises and breathing have been 
part of the physical-culture curriculum 
for many years. 
Ten to 15 minutes is probably as 
long as young children will want to 
practice in one session, although as 
they become proficient some may wish 
to continue longer, especially if it is 
quality fun-time with a parent. 
The cat and dog stretches given last 
month are great for children - perhaps 
you have already tried them with your 
family. 
Rolling Ball 
Sitting down, bring your knees up to 
your chest and clasp them with both 
hands, one over the other. Drop your 
head down to your knees and round 
your back until you feel like a human 
ball. Rock backwards, thrusting your 
feet upward, overhead; roll back up 
to a sitting position. Rock and roll sev-
eral times, developing a rhythm, gradu-
ally rocking farther back onto the shoul-
ders. Roll from side to side several 
times, enjoying the massage. 
The Inch Worm 
Sit on the floor with legs straight out 
in front of you. Put your hands on your 
thighs and start walking your fingers 
down your legs toward your toes. Bend 
forward , hinging at your hips, as your 
fingers inch their way along. Rest in 
your own lap and then let your fingers 
walk like an inch worm all the way back. 
SiNing Frogs 
Kneel with your knees apart and 
your toes coming together under your 
buttocks. Sit on your feet, keeping back 
and arms straight, hands resting on 
knees; hold for a few seconds. Turn 
toes under and come up into a squat-
ting position , balancing on the toes ; 
hold for a few seconds. 
Butterfly 
Sit on floor, knees wide apart, feet 
with soles together in front of you ; clasp 
your feet and pull them toward you. 
Gently press knees toward floor; hold 
a few seconds and release; repeat a 
few times. 
Rocking Horse 
Lie on your abdomen with chin on 
the floor; bend knees, having them 
quite far apart. Reach back and clasp 
your ankles with your hand. Inhale, lift 
chest and head up; raise knees up off 
floor. Arms straight, making the back 
of the rocking horse. Pull forward, rock-
ing onto your chest ; then lift chest and 
pull backward onto thighs, head high. 
Rock back and forth a few times; then 
lie flat and relax. 
Roaring Lion 
Sit in a cross-legged position, with 
straight arms, hands resting on knees, 
fingers spread wide. Tense your 
hands, arms, shoulders and neck; 
open eyes and mouth wide; stick the 
tongue out as far as possible. Inhale 
deeply; exhale forcefully, using ab-
dominal muscles to push air out (the 
roar is really a very loud whisper). 
Relax completely as the exhalation 
ends. 
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Opportunities In 
Girl Scouting 
• • ,~IlI:l!1: IT~S 1l;\()VI:~I~(7 • 
• 
• 
• Me be a Girl Scout Leader? You • 
must be joking. What would I do with • 
a bunch of little girls every week- Yes, • 
those are the same questions I asked • 
but now I'm wondering where all those • 
weeks went! Scouting in La Mesa is • 
• unique because of the rich experi- • 
ences and personalities the military • 
family brings. Girl Scouting also offers • 
many of its own resources. There is a • 
monthly neighborhood meeting where • 
you can get ideas from other leaders. • 
Our neighborhood (#33) has a service • 
team with a consultant for every level • 
ready to help, and the Girl Scout Coun- • 
cil offers leadership training to all lead- • 
• ers. There is never a lack of something • 
to do. • 
The large international community in • 
the area offers many opportunities for • 
the girls to share experiences, ideas • 
and interests from different countries. • 
After all , Girl Scouting is an Interna- • 
tional Organization and as military • 
• families it is important for our children • 
to have friends all over the world . • 
Someday they may be living in that • 
country and it will sure help to know • 
there will be Girl Scout friends there. • 
There are openings for volunteers at 
all level: 
DAISY - Kindergarten or 1 st grade 
BROWNIES-l stthru 3rd grades 
JUNIORS - 4th thru 6th grades 
CADETTES - 6th thru 8th grades 









But if you still don 't think that being a • 
• leader is for you , the service team still 
• has other openings to fill , such as sec- • 
retary or financial advisor. • 
So please put your fears about being • 
a leader behind you and give us a call. • 
Girl scouting is important! What better • 
way can you help young girls learn ... to • 
serve God and our country and help • 
people at all times. • 
• If you or your daughter are interested 
• in becoming a part of this special Girl • 
Scouting Community , please come to • 
recruitment night August 26 at 7 p.m. • 
in the La Mesa School multi-purpose • 
room. Or contact La Mesa organizer • 







Scottish Highland Games_ Monterey Fairgrounds. 
(408) 372-5863 
7th Annual YMCA Women's Walk/Run_ Pacific Grove. 
(408) 649-0834. 
M_C_ Jenkins Championship Series_ Stillwater Cove, 
Pebble Beach. (408) 649-8500. 
NCGA Public Links Championship_ 
Our Lady of Fatima Parade_ Pacific Grove. 
(408) 373-3304 , 649-1770. 
Aug. II -16 Monterey County Fair_ Monterey Fairgrounds. 
(408) 372-5863. 
Aug. 17-19 Cal ifornia Senior Women's Tournament Del Monte 
Golf Course. (408) 649-8500. 
Aug_ 18-23 NCGA Amateur Match Play_ Spyglass Hill, Pebble 
Beach. (408) 649-8500. 
Aug_ 22-23 Historic Automobile Races_ Laguna Seca. 
(408)373-1811 . 























Concours d 'Elegance_ The Lodge at Pebble Beach. 
(408) 649-8500. 
M_C_ Jenkins Championship Series_ Stillwater Cove, 
Pebble Beach. (408) 649-8500. 
SEPTEMBER 
Peruvian Horse Show - Monterey Fairgrounds 
(408) 372-5863 
Cribbage Tournament - Monterey Fairgrounds 
(408) 372-5863 
Plaza Cup Regatta - Monterey Bay - (4080646-1700 
Santa Rosalia Festival- Custom House Plaza -
(408) 373-8451 
Seaside-Sand City Bazaar and Bed Races -
Downtown Seaside - (408) 394-6501 
Monterey Jazz Fest ival- Monterey Fairgrounds-
(408) 373-3366 
Artichoke Festival - Castroville Community Center 
Castroville - (408) 633-CHOK 
California Challenge Polo Match - Collins Polo Field 
Pebble Beach - (408) 649-8500 
Run lor the Beacon - Pacific Grove - (408) 394-8043 
Gem and Mineral Show - Monterey Fairg rounds 
(408) 372-5863 
Sealest Arts & Crafts Festival - Custom House Plaza 
(408) 446-4110 
Monarch Golf Tournament - Pacific Grove 
(408) 373-3304 
Fiesta de San Carlos Borromeo - Carmel Mission 


































































WE ARE YOUR TIDEWATER CONNECTION FOR YOUR RELOCATION SELECTION 
Dot Janik 
Moving to a new and unfamiliar area? 
Whether you're interested in 
a country setting, waterfront, in-town living 
or new construction, in 
Chesapeake, Virginia Beach or Norfolk , 
no other real estate firm can offer you more 
than Realty Consultants. 
~ Appointment Suggested ; Nationwide Relocation Inronualion l, coo ... ~". I TOLL-FREE 1-800-368-3622 I Pam Rentfrow 
In Va. (804) 499-5911 ·4500 Holland Office Park· Virginia Beach, VA 23452 
SAN DIEGO BOUND? 
Bev Triplett 
COME TO AN OPEN HOUSE 
AND TALK WITH FORMER-MILITARY 
RELOCATION CONSULTANTS WITH 
EXPERTISE IN ALL AREAS 
OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY! 
CASA MUNRAS GARDEN HOTEL 
LIBRARY ROOM 
700 MUNRAS AVE" MONTEREY, CA 
SAT., AUG. 15 SUN., AUG . 16 
10 A.M. - 5 P.M'. Harry & Jan Nesbitt 
For Personal Appointment 
and Free Relocation Package 
CALL TOLL FREE: 
(800) 762-5599 ~\\"CORKY" McMILLIN REALTY 




Nation of Diverse Land and Cultures 
The Classmate recently interviewed 
the following two couples from Canada. 
Robert and Donna Irving, who are en-
ding their tour at NPS, represent En-
glish-speaking Canada. Robert and 
Claudine Perro, newcomers to the 
area, are from French-Canada. 
There is no one phrase that can de-
scribe Canada. The second largest 
country in the world has ice caps, 
tundra, rain forests, semi-arid lands, 
plains and mountains. Glaciers are still 
carving valleys in the Rockies. 
The people are truly multicultural. 
Each ethnic group is encouraged to 
keep its identity and traditions. Public 
celebrations and performing arts pro-
mote the sharing and understanding of 
different customs. 
The Inuits (Eskimos) who create 
carvings in stone, ivory or bone are 
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by Kathy Willson 
appreciated for their ancient culture. 
The government protects their artwork 
from mass-produced imitations by re-
gistering the genuine products and 
marking them with an igloo. 
A great percentage of the people 
trace their origin to Britain (46%) or 
France (28%). For that reason the 
country is bilingual , with both English 
and French designated as official lan-
guages. Both are printed on public 
signs and on commercial products. 
Robert and Claudine explain that in 
Quebec, French is spoken predomi-
nately, but English is also understood 
and used. In Ottawa, Robert and 
Donna's children had the option of 
French immersion, taking all their 
courses in French. "But if they attend 
an English-speaking school, they still 
study French," Donna adds. 
Canada and the United States are 
brothers of a sort, having their origins 
in European exploration and French 
and English settlements. Both had a 
westward migration with hardy 
pioneers looking for good land or gold. 
In fact, during the American Revolution 
40,000 Loyalists immigrated to 
Canada. Geography, more than a polit-
ical boundary, has shaped people's 
outlooks. British Columbia is as differ-
ent from Nova Scotia as Washington 
state is from Maine. 
"I don't feel foreign here," Robert 
says. "The people of this continent 
have a common way of looking at 
things. Even our approach to sports is 
the same." 
Most of the 25 million people live 
along the Canada-U.S. border and 
ve similar ecological concerns. Pro-
cting wildlife and wilderness is impor-
'r ... . "."" .. ,_ 
• 
tant to the environmentalists, while 
trapping or oil production is a priority 
to business in both countries. Smoking 
and alcohol abuse are big health is-
sues as they are in the U.S. The Cana-
dian government has taken a more ac-
tive role by limiting the advertisements 
and some sale of both products. 
It is easy for Americans to visit 
Canada. No passport is required, 
though some proof of citizenship 
should be carried. Both monetary sys-
tems are based on a dollar of 100 
cents and exchanging currency is a 
simple matter in shops and banks. 
The Western part of Canada is 
breathtaking and is certainly worth a 
visit to get away from your troubles. 
"Travel Highway 1," Robert suggests. 
"Jasper, Banff, Lake Louise are beau-
tiful. The trip across Revelstoke to Van-
couver is very nice ... don't miss it." 
There are five national parks close 
enough together to be a great vacation. 
Located in Alberta and British Colum-
bia, they are Waterton-Glacier Interna-
tional Peace Park, Banff, Jasper, Yoho 
and Kootenay. Mount Revelstoke Na-
tional Park is to the west of these. 
The Eastern provinces are more his-
torically minded. The Quebec Carnival , 
held in February, is a big event each 
year. Very festive, it has many contests 
and events that date back to pioneer 
days. Imagine canoe races in a par-
tially frozen river! 
For a continental feeling Quebec 
City rivals Paris with all the amenities 
and the advantage of being closer to 
the U.S. On the west coast Victoria is 
known for being more English than En-
gland. 
Rob, describing his experiences 
there, says "When I used to fly our 
long range patrol aircraft, I made a 
number of patrols over the western half 
of the northern area. It is truly a mag-
nificent area. It is very fragile and takes 
a long time to heal the man-made 
scars. You can see the muskox and 
even their tracks last a long time." 
With such a richness of geography and 
cultures it is difficult to define Canada. 
"We are such a young country com-
pared to other places," Robert says. 
"We don't have ancient rituals. We only 
started as a nation in the 1860's." 
Rob agrees, "We are a composit of 
different nationalities and cultures, but 
there is no one thing that is represen-
tative." 
There are several good books in the 
library and book stores about travel in 
Canada. Birnbaum's Canada, either 
the 1986 or 1987 editions, contains a 
wealth of information including the 




Louis Hembree of Naval Environ-
mental Prediction Research Facility 
(NEPRF) is the President-elect of the 
Naval Postgraduate School Toastmas-
ters Club for 1987. 
Mr. Hembree, a research meteor-
ologist at NEPRF, will succeed C\)R 
Patrick R. Kelly as President of the 12-
year-old club. 
Other officers elected at the recent 
semi-annual elections were Ken Pol-
lak, educational vice president; ENS 
Patrick Hendricks, administrative vice 
president; Carl Tiedemann, secretary; 
CDR Carl Thormeyer, treasurer; and 
L T Roosevelt Braxton, sergeant-at-
arms. 
The Naval Postgraduate School 
Toastmaster Club provides its mem-
bers a communication and leadership 
program and is one of approximately 
3,400 Toastmasters Clubs around the 
world . The club meets each Friday 
from 12 noon to 1 p.m. in the La Novia 
Room at Herrmann Hall. The public is 
encouraged to attend. For information 
contact Patrick Hendricks at extension 
647-4569. 
;:=========================:;:-:-==------------------.. 
Pat puts East & West together . . . 
PAT ARNETT 
IF YOU'RE MOVING TO NORFOLK_ 
VIRGINIA BEACH_ PORTSMOUTH_ 
HAMPTON, NEWPORT NEWS, VA. 
WE'LL SHORTEN THE DlST ANCE 
BETWEEN EAST & WEST. 
• Pat gives personalized attention to details. 
• Pat shops for the best mortgage and interest 
rates for you. 
• Pat removes the trouble and stress from your ' 
move by planning for your arrival. 
, Pat keeps in communication with you to keep 
you informed of progress. 
If it's personal attention you want , Pat is well 
qualified to handle your needs. Call her for 
your complete relocation package and com-
pare the service you receive. 
Rose & Krueth Realty Corp. 
TOLL FREE NUMBER 
1-800-457-0004 
Yes, please send me more information 
on homes in the NorfolklViriginia 
Beach area. 
Name ______________________ __ 
Address ____________________ __ 
City ____________ _ 
State _____ Zip __________ _ 
Relocation Date ______________ _ 
Rose & Krueth 
g"T~~~~'~:O:~~~: 
400 OAKMEARS CRESCENT 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA. 23462 (804)499·9191 r... _________________________ ..L. ______ ____________ .I 
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Where to Fi nd It -
Fresh Off the Farm 
Do you miss having a garden? Do 
you miss being able to pick your own 
vegetables and fruit? Do you miss 
Uncle Fred's bountiful garden that al-
ways had enough extra for you and all 
your neighbors? We sure do. My 
father-in-law is an avid "farmer." He 
plants a huge garden every year, next 
to their house in the Shenandoah Val-
ley. This year, so far, they have har-
vested 20 gallons of strawberries and 
made a deal that anyone who takes 2 
cucumbers has to take a couple zuc-
chini, too. Well, if shopping Safeway's 
vegetable and fruit aisle isn't your idea 
of "picking your own," have I got some 
places for you. Here are some listings 
of farms that let you stomp around their 
fields to find the ripest fruits and farms 
that have markets right on their prop-
erty (now that is fresh) . 
NORTHTOWN U-PICK & MARKET 
(408) 443-4652 
421 Espinosa Rd. , Salinas, 93907 
You-PicklWe-Pick strawberries, 
peas, tomatoes, cucumbers, green 
beans, cauliflower, red beets, garlic, 
squash, peppers and other vegeta-
bles. Sweet corn at stand. Please 
phone for hours and items available . 
PEZZINI RANCH 
(408) 757-7434 
North of Monterey, Highway 1 at 
Nashua Rd. (460 Nashua Rd.), Cas-
troville . 
Fresh artichokes, vegetables and 
fruit in season. Marinated artichokes 
and mushrooms. Dried fruits. Open 
seven days a week, year round. 
CHADWELL RANCH 
(408) 726-1284 
321 Chittenden Rd ., Watsonville. 
"Turn at County Line on Hwy 129." 
Apples: (T.l.C. - NO WAX) Gravens-
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compiled by Maumi J. Cannell-Harris 
David and Jonathan Yoos savor summer's 
bounty even as they harvest il . 
tein, Mcintosh, Pippins, Red and 
Golden Delicious. Pumpkins . Open 
Mid-August through December, 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. , seven days a week. 
DOMINIC'S FARM FRESH PRO-
DUCE 
(408) 722-0181 
Hwy 1 and Jensen Rd. 
Sprouts, artichokes, pumpkins, 
fresh fruit and veggies in season. Dried 
fruit. Open seven days a week, year 
round. November through April , 8 a.m. 
June-December. Open daily 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m . 
GANDRUP FARM 
(408) 772-1324 
248 Peckham Rd. , Watsonville . 
U-Pick strawberries and raspberries 
(May, June, September, October), 
fresh and frozen berries. Pickling 
cucumbers, dill & garlic (July, August, 
September) . Apricots (July), apples 
(Sepember). Handcrafted pottery. 
Open seven days a week, 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Picnic areas. 
"PIK-YOR-SELF" 
(408) 722-1056 
Located at 55 Peckham Rd. Corner 
of Lakeview and Carlton Rd. 
May to August - strawberries. June 
- olallie and raspberries. Bring your 
own containers. Frozen berries. Open 
daily 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
GIZDICH RANCH 
(408) 722-1056 
55 Peckham Rd. 
Apples: Red and Golden Delicious, 
Pippins and Mcintosh. Fresh, natural 
apple juice and fresh pies . Tour by ap-
pointment only. Open September to 
January 31 st. Also antiques, gift items 
and homemade jam. 
MILE AGACCIO FARMS, INC. 
(408) 728-2009 
4 Casserly Rd., Watsonville (corner 
Hwy 152 and Casserly). 
U-Pick-Em. Olallies and raspberries, 
June and July. Strawberries by box, 
April-May. Frozen berries available 
June -December. Open daily 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. 
LUCY 8's ORCHARD 
(408) 724-5717 
76 Holohan Rd ., Watsonville 
Many varieties of apples (in season) . 
Special Apple Christmas Packs. Free 
containers. Open August to April , 8 




282-A Pioneer Rd ., Watsonville. 
Gravenstein apples July 25 through 
• 
September. Many varieties of apples 
Mid-August to February. Open seven 
days a week, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
HANSEN'S TRIPLE K RANCH 
(408) 722-4035 
955 Green Valley Rd., Watsonville . 
Fresh apples: Gravenstein and other 
varieties available in season. Concord 
grapes, apple butter, apple snacks and 
wool yarn . Evenings and weekends. 
This ranch also advertised fresh lamb. 
THE APPLE BARN 
(408) 724-8119 
1765 Hames Rd ., Aptos. 
Seventeen varieties of fresh apples 
during season. Fresh cider, juice and 
gift items. Open daily 8:30 a.m. to 5 
p.m., August 22 to November 15. 
VALENCIA RANCH 
(408) 684-0400 
2760 Valencia Rd. , Aptos . 
Pippin, Red and Golden Delicious, 
Winter Banana and Black Twig Apples. 
U-choose pumpkin patch. Indian corn 
and gourds. Open Sat. and Sun., 10:30 
a.m. to 6 p.m.; most weekends (call for 
weekdays) . September 19 through 
November 7. 
WEBB'S ORGANIC FARM 
(408) 475-1020 
5381 Old San Jose Rd ., Soquel. 
Vegetables in season. Fresh fruit in 
season, dried fruit/assorted , walnuts, 
eggs, antiques and honey. Certified 
Organic Grower. Open year round , 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m., seven days a week. 
All of the above growers are mem-
bers of the 1987 Country Crossroads 
for Santa Cruz County. 
If you don't feel like spelling Aptos 
or Soquel, much less driving to them 
for some vegies, don 't forget our own 
MPC Farmer's Market. Twenty-five 
farmers bring their fresh produce and 
beautiful flowers to the MPC parking 
lot every Thursday from June until De-
cember. They are there from 1 to 6 
p.m. It doesn't have the character of 
pick-your-own, but it is convenient and 
a lot of fun. Make sure you take a big 
basket, you'll need it. 
Dentistry for Infants, Children 
and Teenagers 
• , 
J, Mark Bayless, D.M.D. 
John Faia, Ill, D,D.S. 
333 EI Dorado, 
Monterey, CA 93940 
Telephone 375-4892 
FREE WORD PROCESSOR' 
• With purchase of an Atari ST 
Faster than an Apple 
Macintosh . St ronger than a 
PC/A T . Able to leap multiple 
commands with a Single 
keystroke. 












Specially priced packages starting 
at $399.95 Sale ends Aug . 31th 
UNISYS, TATUNG, XEROX, PANASONIC, OKIDA TA , EPSON, 
WYSE:. TOSHIBA AND l OTS ~ORE. 
170 Central Ave 
Pacific Grove CA. 
M-F 9-6 Sat 10-4 
(408 ) 646-1533 
GARY D. PALMA, D.D.S. 
ORTHODONTICS 
26535 CARMEL RANCHO BLVD. 
SUITE 5C 
CARMEL, CA 93923 
(408) 624-4100 
36 DORMODY COURT 
MONTEREY, CA 93940 
(408) 373-041 5 
Member American Association of Orthodontists 
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A tent set up beside a mountain lake can bring peace and tranquility to even the most 
harried soul. (photo by Jerry Smith) 
Take A Break and Enjoy 
Central California Camping 
by Susan and Parker Lumpkin 
With a little planning, one can take 
their family camping and escape the 
confines of La Mesa. Obviously the 
age of children will determine the type 
of camping that one might wantto try. 
California is blessed with enormous 
diversity of geography and coastline 
which allows one to choose the area 
best suited for the type of camping they 
enjoy. The first step in planning a trip 
is to decide what type of camping you 
want to do. 
Those of pioneering spirit who may 
want to "rough it" and see the coastline 
from high atop the peaks of Big Sur 
may choose to hike through the Los 
Padres National Forest. The Monterey 
Division extends southward from the 
Carmel Valley to the Northern part of 
San Luis Obispo County. This area is 
a high coastal ridge that rises to over 
5,000 feet and plunges with dramatic 
abruptness to a rocky wave-lashed 
shore. This is not a gentle wilderness 
and one should obtain the latest edition 
of the "Trail Guide to the Los Padres 
National Forest" from one of our local 
bookstores before attempting an ex-
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tended hike or camping trip in Los 
Padres. A permit is also required for 
some portions of the area and may be 
obtained along with information con-
cerning road, camp and trail conditions 
from the U.S. Forest Service District 
Office, 406 South Mildred Street, King 
City, CA 93940 (phone 408/667-2423) . 
If you choose this route, do not forget 
your fly rod because some of the 
streams abound with native rainbow 
trout. 
For those of us who are less adven-
turous, the many lakes and reservoirs 
located a short drive from the Monterey 
area provide a more laid back style of 
camping. The various military recrea-
tional services can provide tents, 
sleeping bags, stoves and the myriad 
of other items necessary to make your 
outdoor experience more comfortable. 
One of the better known camping 
areas is Lake San Antonio , located 100 
miles south of Monterey among oak 
studded hillsides. There are several 
options open at Lake San Antonio, 
ranging from renting a houseboat, a 
cabin or a site to pitch your tent. There 
are restroom and shower facilities and 
a country store to buy those items 
which were left at home. There are 
plenty of recreational activities avail-
able including fishing, waterskiing and 
sailing with boat rentals available at 
the marina on the lake. 
For those who are not thrilled with 
the idea of spending a weekend on the 
lake, Hearst Castle, the Wine Country 
and the San Antonio Mission are lo-
cated nearby. Additional information 
and reservations may be obtained from 
the Lake San Antonio Campground, 
P.O. Box 2610, Bradley, CA 93426 
(phone 805/447-2311) . 
On the National Park side of camp-
ing, there is the famous Yosemite Na-
tional Park located only a three- or four-
hour drive east of Monterey. This is 
one of the very special national parks 
that one should see while so close. 
"The incomparable valley," as it has 
been called , is probably the world's 
best known example of a glacier 
carved canyon. Its sleeping waterfalls, 
towering cliffs, rounded domes and 
massive monoliths make it a pre-emi-
nent natural marvel. Campgrounds are 
situated throughout the park, all lo-
cated near water and restrooms. Eat-
ing facilities, stores and lodging are av-
ailable in Yosemite Valley . Reserva-
tions are recommended and can be 
made by writing or calling Yosemite 
Park and Curry Co., Yosemite National 
Park, CA 95389 (phone 209/373-
4171 ). 
There are many other less known 
local areas for camping such as the 
Coyote Reservoir near Gilroy oper-
ated by Santa Clara County, the Pinna-
cles National Monument in Soledad 
and San Luis Reservoir near Los 
Banos. All California State Park re-
servations can be made by calling the 
toll free reservations line (800/446-
7272). 
If one is interested in camping in a 
particular area, the easiest way to lo-
cate a campground is through the 
"Rand McNally Campground and 
Trailer Park Directory" found at the 
local bookstore. Not only can camping 
be a relaxing weekend but it can be a 
fun and inexpensive lodging on the 
next cross country trip. So take a break 
from it all - go camping !! 
• 
Monterey County Fair 1987 
What would the end of summer be 
like without watermelon, trips to the 
swimmin' hole and the county fair? 
Whether as a spectator or a particip-
ant, going to the fair has always been 
a summer tradition for many of us. The 
sounds and smells of a fair can bring 
back nostalgic memories as well as 
create special new ones for the entire 
family. 
This year's premium list includes 
popular standard exhibits such as 
floriculture, photography, home arts 
and livestock, as well as a few new 
classes, such as the scarecrow con-
test, three-dimensional arts and crafts 
and the lemon meringue pie judging 
night (August 12) and the pumpkin pie 
judging night (August 13) at 7:30 p.m. 
People wishing to enter a pie may gain 
free admission to the fair on those 
nights between 6 and 7:30 p.m. 
through the administration office. En-
tries must be accompanied by a com-
plete recipe typed or printed on a 3" 
by 5" card and need not be original. 
Winners will be announced at the com-
pletion of judging, then the pies will be 
cut and served to the audience. 
There will be a photo contest spon-
sored by the Monterey Peninsula 
Photographic Workshop, and the win-
ner will attend a photographic work-
shop in October. This contest will judge 
humorous photographs depicting 
something humorous of or about a 
photographer. 
In the sheep and goat divisions are 
some new classes too, including 
Handcrafted Wool and Handspun Yarn 
classes. On August 16 there will be a 
special fleece auction open to the pub-
lic (handknitters, take note!) . 
A junior event from last year, the 
Lamb Lead class, has been expanded 
this year to include an adult class. In 
this class exhibitors are judged both 
on presentation of their lambs and how 
well they present themselves wearing 
apparel made of at least 60% wool. 
their goat showmanship, but the goat 
must be dressed to match the exhibitor 
in some way. 
Besides the exhibits, there will of 
course be the carnival. There is a pre-
sale on ride tickets, enabling patrons 
to save up to 75% by buying 20 tickets 
for $10 before the fair begins. 
In a similar event, the Best Dressed 
Goat contest, the exhibitor will be 
judged on the best dressed and most 
original outfit while being judged on 
Wear your blue jeans, remember 
your country dreams and come to the 
fair. It will make your summer com-
plete. 











Monterey Peninsula Christian School 
Pre-SchooVDaycare 
Kindergarten - Beginning/Advanced 
Caring Accredited Christian Teachers 
7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
A Ministry of 
Peninsula Christian Center 











• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
THE COUNTRY STORE 
The Peninsula's largest selection of Country furniture & accessories 
BRING IN THIS AD & TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 
20% OFF 
ANY ITEM IN STOCK 
618L1GHTHOUSEAVE., PACIFICGROVE-373-8049·M-F 11-5 SAT. 10-5 
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Late Summer Sky 
Naked Eye Astronomy 
In the early evenings of late summer 
when you just don 't feel like retiring to 
a stuffy house just yet, the older kids 
can't find anything good on TV or as 
you are lying in your sleeping bag out-
doors you may find it interesting to turn 
your eyes skyward and see how many 
celestial bodies you can identify. 
Moonless nights are especially ideal 
for naked eye astronomy. As the Milky 
Way passes directly overhead it will be 
at its most conspicuous in the northern 
latitudes. 
The Milky Way is, in fact, the central 
plane of our spiral galaxy as it appears 
from our position within that plane. The 
diffuse glow, that is the Milky Way, is 
the light from millions of distant stars 
and glowing clouds of interstellar gas. 
Also at this time of year the constel-
lations Sagittarius and Scorpius 
stand low in the southern sky. The 
Scorpius constellation , seen west of 
south, is distinguished by its fishook 
shape and bright red supergiant 
star, Antares, located near the top of 
the fishook. In the vicinity of Sagittarius 
and Scorpius the Milky Way is at its 
brightest and broadest. In the direction 
of these constellations, at a distance 
of about 30,000 light years, lies the 
center of our galaxy. 
A little west of the Milky Way and 
almost directly overhead at dusk is the 
brilliant star Vega. Two other bright 
stars are fairly near Vega: northeast is 
Deneb and to the southeast is Altair. 
These stars constitute what is called 
the Summer Triangle. Deneb, the 
brightest star in the constellation Cyg-
nus is embedded in the Milky Way. 
This constellation is more commonly 
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by Nelson Irvine 
identified with the asterism of the 
Northern Cross with Deneb at the 
head of the fairly conspicuous cross. 
In Cygnus we can see a prominent 
feature of the Milky Way - The Great 
Rift. Starting in the vicinity of Deneb a 
dark division of the Milky Way extends 
southward to Scorpius. This dark gap 
is not a region devoid of stars. It results 
from interstellar clouds of dust blocking 
the light of more distant stars. This 
dust is a common feature of the plane 
of the galaxy. The amount of dust is 
such that the distant galactic center is 
dimmed in visible light by a factor of 
about a trillion. Obviously astronomers 
cannot study the center using optical 
techniques. Observations at radio and 
infrared wavelengths are required to 
penetrate the dust and reveal the 
galactic core. So don't strain your eyes. 
Representatives of another type of 
object that populates the Milky Way 
are visible in the region of Scorpius 
and Sagittarius. To the unaided eye 
they appear as distinct small nebulous 
clouds. A pair of binoculars resolves 
them into clusters of stars. These 
Open Star Clusters are the scene of 
relatively recent star formation. Over 
millions of years the clusters will gradu-
ally disperse, the coeval stars will scat-
ter from the site of their birth and the 
clusters will disappear. More than a 
thousand Open Clusters have been 
identified in the plane of our galaxy, 
each containing from a few score to a 
few thousand stars. The ages of these 
clusters range from a few tens of 
thousands to several billion years. 
This season also finds the two most 
observationally rewarding planets in 
the sky, At dusk Saturn is in the south 
a little northeast of the star Antares 
and distinctly brighter than it. Jupiter 
rises north and east shortly after sun-
set. Other than the Moon, Jupiter is the 
most brilliant object in the late summer 
sky. To the unaided eye these planets 
appear as steady points of light. They 
do not twinkle as the stars frequently 
do because they are extended 
sources, presently roughly 40 seconds 
of arc across, while the stars are point 
sources of light. The disk of Jupiter and 
the rings of Saturn are just beyond the 
ability of the unaided eye to resolve . 
Thus it takes only a small telescope to 
reveal the rings of Saturn, surface fea-
tures on Jupiter and the four large Gali-
lean moons of Jupiter. Over only a few 
hours of observation shifts in position 
of surface features on rapidly rotating 
Jupiter and changes in position of at 
least its inner swiftly moving satellites 
are generally apparent. 
A challenge for the neophyte naked 
eye observer is the object commonly 
known as the Great Nebula in An-
dromeda or Messier 31 (M31). This 
object is a spiral galaxy similar to our 
own. Its distinctions are that it is the 
nearest large galaxy and the most re-
mote (more than two million light years 
distant) object visible to the unaided 
eye. A long exposure image shows the 
galaxy is spread over about three de-
grees of sky (equivalent to six times 
the diameter of the full moon). To the 
unaided eye it appears as a fuzzy 
patch near the middle of the constella-
tion of Andromeda. Once you know 
where to look it is not too difficult to 
see. The hard part is knowing where 
to look. Star charts in almost any as-
tronomy handbook will mark the posi-
tion of this galaxy. At dusk Andromeda 
lies low in the northeast. It will be easier 
to find M31 if you wait for a few hours 
allowing it to rise higher in the sky. A 
moonless sky is also recommended. 
For the persistent, M31 is almost di-
rectly overhead at about 3 a.m. 
A feature of the night sky that is of 
local origin is the phenomenon of 
meteors. Meteor showers occur when 
the Earth moves through the orbit of a 
comet. Most if not all comet orbits are 
littered with dust grains sloughed off 
by the parent comet. When such a dust 
grain strikes the Earth's atmosphere, 
typically at 100,000 miles per hour, it 
briefly flares into incandescence. The 
persistence of human vision trans-
forms this rapidly moving point of light 
into the bright trail characterisic of a 
meteor. The meteor normally disap-
pears before it gets closer than 40 
miles to the surface of the earth. The 
Perseids, one of the finest showers, is 
visible for several nights centered on 
August 12. The Perseids are so named 
because the trails of the meteors ap-
pear to originate in the constellation 
Perseus. At the peak of the Perseids 
an observer can expect to see about 
50 meteors per hour! 
Meteors are also visible outside the 
defined showers. On any clear dark 
night a typical observer can expect to 
see about half a dozen meteors per 
hour. Given this fact I am amazed at 
the number of people who claim that 
they have never seen a meteor. Obser-
vation of a meteor requires little effort 
and no skill. 
So there you have it. Searching for 
these various objects and occurrences 
will have helped you drop off to sleep 
or excited you into learning more about 
what else there is out there. If the latter 
is the case, more information awaits 
you at your local bookstore or library. 
Also you may want to check out the 
Hartnell College Planetarium in 
Salinas. 
Nelson Irvine is an astronomer for 
the Monterey Institute for Research in 
Astronomy. 
SAN DIEGO BOUND? 
SERVING ALL OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY 
FOR REAL ESTATE INFORMATION 
CALL: OFF. (619) 484-1189 
RES. (619) 748-LAND 
PLEASE ASK FOR: Onturx:21 Stephen Macleod ~ STARf!iEALTY '" 
MAKE YOUR MOVE TO 
THE WASHINGTON, D.C. 
AREA AN EASY ONE! 
Let my 13 years' real estate 
experience and many military 
moves WORK FOR YOU. 
For a package of personalized information, call me 
TOLL FREE at 800-344-7253 or mail the attatched 
information form to the address below. 
Name __________________________________________ __ 
Address ________________________________________ _ 
City _______________ State ____________ _ Zip' _______ __ 
Phone Expected Date of Arrival ___________ _ 
5641 burke centre pkwy. • burke, virginia 22015 • phone : 1703) 250-8500 
FUTON SOFA-BEDS 
• FOAM SOFA-BEDS 
• COnON FUTONS 
AND FRAMES 
FUTON FURNITURE STORE 
1772 FREMONT BLVD. 
SEASIDE 899-1716 
Military Discount With This Ad 
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It's Back to School with New Fall Fashions 
All clothing and accessories courtesy 
Rascal 's Children 's Store (formerly 
Kudrna's). 
Danny Smith and Kristen Wood find a fun way 
to study music. Danny's suspenders of pink and 
purple paisly ($6) lie his Tom Sawyer shirt ($13) 
and Osh Kosh blue jeans ($15) together. Kristen 
is wearing suspenders, too, with her striped 
denim pants ($22) and teddy bear app/iqued top 
($t2) by Calabash, beffer seen in photo betow, 
where Danny has added an Osh Kosh denim 
jacket ($29) to his outfit. 
by Sue Smith 
(Right) Zak Ross/ey and Nicole Formissano get great marks, Zak tor 
his Kaboom! pre·washed denims with elastic cuffs ($24), Splash striped 
tee ($10) and M & L Industries windbreaker ($27) and Nichole for her 
Sabrina low-waist sashed dress ($42). 
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• 
Nichole and Zak share a laugh. Nichole is wearing an Esprit ensemble 
of sweatpants ($24), camp shirt ($26) and sweatshirt ($28) and Zak has 
on a Pacific Coast Highway set of pants ($20) and camp shirt ($19). 
Kristen and Danny get ready for some world geography. Kristen in her 
Esprit top ($28) and Danny in a Buster Brown pants ($16) and top ($9) set. 
Danny and Kristen enjoy a quiet moment before class begins. Here 
Danny teams an Esprit sweatshirt ($28) with a pair of Osh Kosh cords. 
Kristen wears a dress by Little Star ($30) . 
Zak and Nichole don shades and make ready for recess. This is a better 
view of Nichole's Esprit outfit pictured above left. 
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Monterey Bay Area Abounds with 
Higher Education Opportunities 
The Monterey Peninsula is an excel-
lent location for both husband and wife 
to become students. While one pur-
sues a degree at NPS, the other has 
13 colleges and universities to choose 
from. Courses can be taken for enrich-
ment or for degrees. Some graduate 
degrees are offered through extension 
courses which are held locally. 
Tu ition is generally inexpensive for 
Cali fornia residents. Non-resident 
military and spouses may be eligible 
for the resident rate the first 12 months 
they are living in the state. For that 
reason , it is advisable to start classes 
as soon after arriving as possible: Re-
sidency is simple to obtain, even if the 
active duty spouse keeps another state 
for residency. 
Below is a partial listing of colleges 
and universities. For more information, 
$1.00 
by Kathy Wilson 
contact the American Association of 
University Women at P.O. Box 1786, 
Monterey, CA 93942. 
Cabrillo College, 6500 Soquel Dr. , 
Aptos, Ca 95003. 
Offers a wide range of AA and A.S. 
degrees and vocational certificates. 
Chapman College 
1) Fort Ord Bldg. 1714, Box 159, 
Fort Ord, CA 93941 
2) 532 Abrego St. , 
Monterey, CA 93940 
Provides graduate and postgraduate 
degrees as well as teaching creden-
tials. 
Golden Gate University, 550 Camino EI 
Estero, Monterey, CA 93940. 
Several fields lead to B.A., B.S., M.S., 





Authentic Italian Recipe! 
... A FRESH. THICK. delicious CRUST c o vered with a RICH tomato sauc e. 
LOADED with MOZZARELlA cheese and the FRESHEST meats and 
vegetables of your choice. 
TRY ANY COMBINATION YOU WANT 
... AII Pizzas are HAND TOSSED not Machine Rolled. 
FIlfSH PASTA • rrAUAN SANDWICHES. FAMILY DINING 
Open Frtcs.y, Seturct.y .. Sunct.y 11:30 •. m. 
Open Mondoy thru ~ 4 p.m. 
-NEW COCKTAIL BAR-
CAU AHEAD FOR TAICE-OUT SERVICE 
649-1500 ANY ~~ 0 
LARGE \5'{/Q-FomllyOwnedaoperoted- ~\~~ WITH 
PIZZA :;';rHOUSE AVE . • !'-A0 THIS AD 
L-______ -"'" 
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Hartnell College, 156 Homestead 
Ave ., Salinas, CA 93901 
A.A., A.D. and vocational studies. 
Some courses are offered at Fort 
Ord. 
Monterey Institute of International 
Studies, 425 Van Buren St., Monterey, 
CA 93940 
Upper level B.A. courses are offered 
in foreign language prior to obtain-
ing M.B.A., M.P.A., M.A. in several 
fields of international studies. 
Monterey Peninsula College, 980 
Fremont Blvd., Monterey, CA 93940 
AA, A.S. and vocational certifi-
cates. Some courses are offered at 
Fort Ord. 
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories, 
P.O. Box 450, 7711 Sand holt Rd ., 
Moss Landing, CA 95039. 
Provides upper level courses for 
B.A., B.S. in marine biology and 
oceanography leading to an M.A. or 
M.S. in those areas. 
Saint Mary's College, P.O. Box 784, 
Moraga, CA 94575. 
Courses are by satellite at Hartnell 
and Santa Cruz for BA and M.A. 
in management and health services. 
San Jose State University, Student 
Advisement Center, 156 Homestead 
Ave., Box N-8, Salinas, CA 93901 
(Hartnell College). 
Provides graduate and post-
graduate degrees, as well as sev-
eral certificate level courses in a 
wide range of areas. 
University of California, Santa Cruz, 
CA 95064 
Offers graduate and postgraduate 
degrees in sciences and liberal arts. 
Extension courses are available. 
For information on these, contact 
University of California Extension, 
Carriage House, Santa Cruz, CA 
95064. 
• 
trash and treasures 
Boxes Popular in All Shapes, Sizes and Colors 
Very popular "collectibles' right now 
are boxes. These are a very practical 
collectibles because they can be use-
ful , along with being decorative. Boxes 
come in a variety of shapes, sizes and 
materials. I have enjoyed seeing the 
many uses people have come up with 
to use the pieces they have found in 
their travels. I will not try to describe 
each and every box listed in our refer-
ence book but rather try to give a few 
details and some interesting tidbits. I 
hope you find this of use in your anti-
quing. 
Wooden boxes are usually a favor-
ite with the country collector. Pine 
birch, maple, ash or beech were the 
common woods found in the earliest 
boxes. Before the use of copper or iron 
nails, short wooden pegs were used to 
fasten the bottom to the side and the 
top to the rim. Round boxes, used in 
pantries and kitchens for storage, 
were the most common shape. Most 
were made in nesting sizes and were 
rarely decorated. 
Oval Shaker boxes were first made 
about 1798. They were sold in 
graduated sizes and, when equipped 
with handles, were known as "carriers ." 
You can identify a Shaker box by its 
projecting "fingers" or laps, which were 
evenly cut, matched and secured by 
wrought-iron or copper rivets. Some 
were painted, while others were var-
nished. The most common colors were 
reds and yellows, while blues and 
greens are considered rare. Shaker 
boxes are still being made, but can be 
easily identified as each box is branded 
to protect the integrity of the original. 
Spice boxes, both metal and 
wooden, are especially fun . You can 
sometimes still smell the spices even 
When the box hasn't been used in 
by Maumi J. Cannell Harris 
years. Boxes assembled in groups are 
especially interesting whether made 
for hanging, to be placed on a cabinet 
or large enough to be set on the floor. 
Some are called spice cabinets or 
chests and those dating from the late 
1700s into the last century often reflect 
in miniature the furniture styles of the 
period. 
Some boxes, such as candleboxes 
with their sliding covers, knife boxes 
for wall or tables, hanging salt and pipe 
boxes, writing, sewing, snuff and trin-
ket boxes and Bible boxes were made 
for a specific purpose and were often 
decorated with carving, inlay or paint-
ing. 
Brightly colored boxes were popular 
during the last century. Bride's boxes 
decorated with flowers, birds and fi -
gures were common in the Pennsyl-
vania German areas. The very popular 
bandbox was often covered with color 
printed papers depicting topical and 
historical events and well-known 
sights. These were used for storage 
as well as transporting clothing, hats 
and other personal effects. 
If you are just starting to collect 
boxes, watch out (especially if you are 
interested in spice boxes). Both the 
round wood-bound style holding 
round , small spice containers, as well 
as a variey of new hanging boxes (as-
sembled in groups of six or eight 
boxes) are on the market. Early spice 
boxes, as well as other types, carry an 
accurate record of age and treatment 
plainly written over its various parts 
and surfaces. The eye and fingertips 
working together can distinguish 
stains, tiny scratches and bruises 
which give wooden surfaces a mellow 
quality of color and texture that cannot 
be imitated or hurried. It is possible to 
assemble an interesting collection of 
boxes that spans at least one hundred 
and fifty years or more, but you need 
patience and diligence. 
There are listed several bandboxes. 
One "Bucher" typed, 9" x 6", decorated 
with a schoolhouse and tree on the lid, 
sold at auction in the East for $1 ,350. 
Another that was decorated with flow-
ers on branches sold at auction for 
$2,000. Most of the Bride's boxes were 
very reasonably priced, as were most 
of the candleboxes. There are a 
number of listings for the more com-
mon hat, knife, pantry, salt, spice and 
trinket boxes. But there are also one 
or two listings for such unusual pieces 
as: knife boxes with pumice for shar-
pening, lunch boxes, wagon master's 
receipt boxes, glove boxes, dovetailed 
boxes, money changer/coin boxes, 
change-cash boxes, shaving boxes, a 
slide-cover with a child's game inside 
and a voting box. 
The reference book for this column 
was Price Guide to Country Antiques 
and American Primitives by Dorothy 
Hammond. I barely touched on her 
book. There are 45 categories and 
more than 10,000 items priced. She 
includes Bennington, blue-white pot-
tery, Fraktur, Indian collectibles, pew-
ter, quilts, redware, Shaker collecti-
bles, spatterware, tinware, trade signs, 
weathervanes, weapons and acces-
sories, furniture , wood carvings and 
more. This is a wonderful book, espe-
cially for the country collector. 
The resources for the above article 
were Oakland antique dealers, Ed and 
Ellamae Cannell. If you have any ques-
tion about furniture, rugs, pottery, 
glassware, etc. send your queries to 
me and they will try to help you. Trash 




It was my turn to choose our restau-
rant destination. Visions of dining at 
the Sardine Factory, maybe Fresh 
Cream or perhaps The Lodge at Peb-
ble Beach began filling my head. But 
reality snuffed out those possibilities 
when my dining companion and I dis-
covered that our joint cash assets total-
led barely $25, including change. 
No, we didn 't take a pay advance or 
max out our credit cards to patronize 
one of the aforementioned establish-
ments. Instead, we ate at the Carmel 
Cafe, located (oddly enough) in down-
town Carmel. 
This small 27-seat restaurant could 
be called a mom and pop place, but it 
would be more accurate to describe it 
as a mom and pop/daughter and son-
in-law place to give the correct image 
of the ownership structure. Leslee, the 
daughter in the quartet, was on duty 
that evening. She gave up a career in 
banking to help her father start the Car-
mel Cafe along with her husband (a 
former teacher), and mother (an ex-
building contractor). 
t~ __ ~~ 
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by The Classmate Galloping Gourmet 
The menu varies nightly at the Car-
mel Cafe, giving diners a choice of two 
complete dinners consisting of soup or 
salad, an entree, vegetables, rolls and 
dessert. The two entree choices that 
evening were blackened redfish and 
chicken brochette. Not to be accused 
of favoritism by the poultry or seafood 
industry, I ordered the chicken and my 
companion had the fish. A homemade 
bean soup was the starting point of my 
meal - it was nice, a flavorful, clear 
broth wih bits of vegetables, sausage 
and, of course, beans. The dinner 
salad began my companion 's meal. 
The greens were crisp and fresh, 
served with a great house dressing. 
Our entrees arrived accompanied by 
three vegetables; sweet and sour red 
cabbage, sauteed zuchinni and saffron 
rice. The chicken, with chunks of onion 
and green pepper, was topped with a 
wonderful cream sauce that com-
plemented, rather than covered, the 
taste of the food. 
The redfish, prepared in the cajun 
style of cooking which is now so "in" 
with chefs across America, was excel-
lent - the exterior was seared in hot 
butter and black pepper to a spicy crust 
while the interior remained moist and 
tender. 
The portions were more that gener-
ous, but for the sake of a complete and 
comprehensive review, we bravely 
moved on to the dessert course, a 
lemon creme. It was a perfect ending 
to a wonderful meal , sweet enough to 
satisty, yet light enough not to feel too 
guilty. Besides, it was a six block hike 
back to our car. Surely we burned off 
those extra calories. 
If you are a non-smoker, rejoice! No 
smoking is allowed at the Carmel Cafe. 
And if you are a smoker, either abstain 
during your meal or go eat at Denny's. 
Our tab for our two complete dinners 
amounted to just over $20, leaving just 
enough to tip our waitress. 
The Carmel Cafe is also open for 
breakfast and lunch, seven days a 
week, from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m., with an 
innovative menu dotted with old favor-
ites. A great starting point or break lo-
cation for your next Carmel shopping 
expedition, the Carmel Cafe is a great 
choice for casual, relaxed dining. 
Carmel Cafe 
Mission between 5th & 6th 
Carmel 624-1922 
No credit cards accepted 
living with children 
Preparing Your Child for Pre-School 
Depending on the age of your child 
when he or she leaves home for an 
extended time to play and learn with 
other children and on the preparation 
for this new environment and set of 
expectations he or she has had, the 
experience of "starting school" 
(whether it's day care, nursery, pre-
school or kindergarten) can be both ex-
Citing and positive for you and your 
child . 
The primary area of concern for your 
child (and perhaps for yourself) will 
probably be that of his being in a 
"strange" environment and separated 
from the immediate family for an ex-
tended period of time. The issues for 
your child are "Will Mommy or Daddy 
come back?" and "This is a new place 
filled with strangers." The first thing to 
consider in making this separation is 
your own readiness to be apart from 
your child. If you still want to "hold on" 
or are distrustful of the adults in the 
school , your child will probably pick up 
your reluctance or anxiety and incorpo-
rate it into his own reaction. At this 
young age your child will adjust primar-
ily to the extent that you allow and en-
courage it, so the first thing to do is 
prepare yourself by recognizing the im-
portance of this "first step outside the 
home"to both your child and yourself. 
To begin preparing your child , you 
can provide reassurance that when 
you leave you will return by leaving him 
at home with a trusted caretaker (pre-
ferably a friend or relative the child al-
ready knows) for initially brief, then 
gradually extended periods. When 
your child becomes more comfortable 
with this arrangement, you can begin 
teaching that when you leave him at 
someone else's home you will return 
and that both of you will return to your 
own home. Chances are that the first 
time you are separated from your child , 
espeCially when leaving him in some-
one else's home, you will be worried 
(no matter how trusted the caretaker) 
and want to call to check how things 
by Marianne Bingham Rowe, M-S, 
are going. It is better to start with a 
short separation (15-30 minutes) and 
gradually increase the time away 
(making no phone calls) than to start 
with a long separation and call every . 
half hour. Remember that you are 
teaching two lessons: that you will re-
turn and you trust both your child and 
the caretaker, Upon your return, let 
your child know you are glad to see 
him and that you're proud of his show-
ing independence by doing things 
while you were away. It is helpful to 
frame this new experience in terms of 
an adventure and avoid its being per-
ceived as a punishmet (don't leave 
your child when you're angry; if he be-
comes fussy, remain calm, state when 
you wi ll be back, give a hug and leave 
without being pulled into an argument) . 
If there are older siblings in the 
home, or if Sesame Street is a regular 
part of your child's day, he has proba-
bly formed some concept of what 
"school" is like. You can clarity or rein-
force this concept by "playing school ." 
This can be particularly valuable if you 
know the types of activities that are 
offered by the school or day care 
center you have chosen and incorpo-
rate them into your play. Usually the 
more familiarity the child feels with the 
activities, particularly if they are enjoy-
able ones, the more comfortable he 
will feel and the quicker the adjust-
ment. 
Finally, rest assured that most day 
care providers and teachers are aware 
that the "first day in school" is a new 
experience for a child and will make 
an extra effort to ensure that it is a 
pleasant one by giving additional atten-
tion as needed and encouraging 
everyone to participate and enjoy that 
day. If, for whatever reason, the experi-
ence is not a positive one for your child 
and after a couple of weeks he con-
tinues to show signs of stress (irritabil-
ity, regression to behaviors previously 
"grown out of," sleeping problems, or 
other behavior changes) , discuss with 
the teacher ways the two of you and 
your spouse can work together to help 
your child adapt to this new Situation. 
First impressions are often lasting 
ones and your child 's first experience 
of being away from home with other 
adults and children can set the stage 
for his or her attitude about future en-
deavors outside the home. As a parent 
you can help your child meet these ex-
periences with a sense of confidence 
and assurance through your efforts to 
prepare both yourself and your child 
for this important part of growing up. 
If you have a question about children 
or child-rearing, we will be glad to an-
swer it in this column (names will be 
withheld upon requst), Send your 
questions to Living with Children, % 
The Classmate, SMC 2330. 
Monterey Cypress 
Stained Glass 
has moved to a 
new location 
We feature a large 
selection of glass 
and supplies. 
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Common Sense Guide for Pregnancy 
Pregnancy can be a bewildering 
time for a woman and her family . In 
addition to special diet and exercise 
needs, physical and emotional 
changes and unpredictable mood 
swings, there seems to be a list of no-
no's that gets longer each time we pick 
up the newspaper. After being warned 
about abstaining from drugs, alcohol , 
caffeine and fattening foods and stay-
ing away from smokers, cat litter and 
insectisides, one might wonder what is 
left. My goal here is to try to clear up 
some misconceptions and give the 
rationale for some of these non-no's. 
Keeping in mind that experts don't 
agree on many of these topics, the best 
you can do is learn the facts and decide 
what is best for you. 
Alcohol 
A drug which can cause Fetal Al-
cohol Symdrome (FAS). FAS consists 
of facial abnormalities and develop-
mental disabilities and is a proven re-
sult of a mother's heavy drinking during 
pregnancy. It does not happen to all 
children of alcoholics; the risk is ap-
proximately 50% if the mother drinks 
heavily during pregnancy. It is not 
known how much alcohol is safe. 
Therefore, many doctors recommend 
abstaining entirely. 
My common sense tells me that FAS 
has never been proven to happen to 
a baby whose mother drank small 
amounts of alcohol infrequently and 
that a glass of wine or beer once a 
week is a small risk if you don't want 
to abstain totally. I would advise, how-
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ever, complete abstention during the 
first three months when critical de-
velopment is taking place. Many 
women experience nausea at this time 
and a drink is the furthest thing from 
their minds anyway. Mother Nature 
does have her reasons! 
Recent research has demonstrated 
a link between breast cancer and even 
moderate alcohol consumption in 
women. This applies to all women and 
alcohol has its hazard for men, too. 
Limiting alcoholic beverages even 
when not pregnant is prudent. 
Cat Liller 
Some cats carry a virus which causes 
a disease known as toxoplasmosis . 
This is usually harmless to a healthy 
person but can be devastating to a 
fetus. Wash your hands after petting a 
cat and get someone else to change 
the litter box. If you garden, good hand-
washing and scrubbing vegetables is 
esential as cats may have contami-
nated the soil. 
Drugs 
Illegal or "recreational" drugs are of 
course verboten. If you take prescrip-
tion medication make sure the pre-
scribing physician knows you are preg-
nant, as well as any other medica-
tions you are taking. Do not take any 
over-the-counter (non-prescription) 
drugs except Tylenol without your doc-
tor's okay. For obvious reasons, drug 
companies do not test their products 
on pregnant women. The potential risk 
of taking a medication must be 
weighed against the possible benefit; 
only your doctor is qualified to do that. 
Exercise 
As long as your pregnancy is normal, 
walking and most any other moderate 
activity you're accustomed to is bene-
ficial. Pregnancy is not the time to take 
up a new sport. Some activities such 
as horseback riding, hang gliding, 
downhill skiing may have to be given 
up as pregnancy progresses. Although 
the baby is very well protected, the 
mother's center of gravity is changing 
making a violent fall more likely. 
If you take an aerobics class make 
sure the instructor is aware of the spec-
ial needs during pregnancy. Above all, 
don't do anything that hurts! 
Junk Foods 
You do need an extra 500 or so 
calories daily after the first three 
months, but these calories should be 
nutritious. Junk food may fill you up but 
it is taking the place of something that 
would be better for you. Occasional 
junk food is okay. 
Insecticides, Paint Vapors, etc. 
Effects unknown, use only in well-ven-
tilated areas. Better yet, get someone 
else to do it. Wash fruits and vegeta-
bles well or peel them. 
Smoking 
I have just one word - don't. It takes 
your fetus 's heartrate one hour to re-
cover after each cigarette you smoke. 
Low birth weight and its associated com-
plications have been proven to be 
caused by smoking. Don't stay in a 
closed room crowded with smokers 






Laurel Harris, wife of NPS student, 
Canadian Air Force Captain David, 
and mother of two little boys, needs a 
great escape. In a witty, musical little 
rhyme, Laurel described the all-too-
familiar challenge of combining 
motherhood with an adequate night's 
sleep. Thanks to The Gosby House Inn 
and The Classmate, Laurel and David 
will get "a vacation, if only one day!" 
When we announced the Great Es-
capes essay contest in the May issue, 
we never expected to get the variety 
of stories from which we picked the 
winner. We heard tales of woe and 
tales of joy ranging from a skate-board-
ing mom with a broken arm to a pair 
of NPS students who will marry on 
Saturday and return to the classroorn 
the following Monday. 
Every entrant had at least one terrific 
reason for needing a great escape. But 
Laurel seemed to sum up the overall 
trials and tribulations better than any-
one: 
I wake up al nighl wilh dreams in my head, 
10 hear my firs l son climbing oul of his bed, 
"A drink Mommy, please, "says a wee lillie voice, 
which leads me 10 reason he leaves me no choice! 
This lask now accomplished and juice pUI away, 
my number two son wanls an equal lime paid! 
A bollle of milk is quickly digesled, 
nowbolhsons aresleeping, bul ldon'lfeelresled! 
I cannollel pride sland in my way, 
I need a vacalion, if only one day! 
We love our two sons; Ihey give us such pleasure, 
bUI one nighl alone is lime we 'd bolh Ireasure! 
So consider us please, for sanity's sake, 
The lime 10 ourselves is a much needed break! 
Contest winner Laurel Harris and husband David look forward to their great escape from sons 
B. J. (2) and Tony (5mos.j andhecticmoments such as this aI/too familiar one, atleastforonenight. 
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Can we chat? 
I would like to address all the women 
out there who have had a baby or who 
are contemplating having a baby. My 
question being, is it necessary to have 
the fathers in labor and delivery with 
the mother? Let's really be honest here 
and think this one over for a minute. 
Having gone through three deliveries 
with my husband right by my side, I 
would consider it a fair topic to chal-
lenge. 
First of all, there's this Lamaze thing 
rationale for some of these non-no's. 
Keeping in mind that experts don't 
agree on many of these topics, the best 
you can do is learn the facts and decide 
what is best for you. 
Alcohol 
A drug which can cause Fetal Al-
cohol Symdrome (FAS). FAS consists 
of facial abnormalities and develop-
mental disabilities and is a proven re-
sult of a mother's heavy drinking during 
pregnancy. It does not happen to all 
children of alcoholics; the risk is ap-
proximately 50% if the mother drinks 
heavily during pregnancy. It is not 
known how much alcohol is safe. 
Therefore, many doctors recommend 
abstaining entirely. 
My common sense tells me that FAS 
has never been proven to happen to 
a baby whose mother drank small 
amounts of alcohol infrequently and 
that a glass of wine or beer once a 
week is a small risk if you don't want 
to abstain totally. I would advise, how-
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for all you brave souls out there who 
choose raw pain, or what is more com-
monly known as "natural childbirth", for 
your method of delivery (Oh sure 
"breathing techniques" can almost take 
your mind off the pain. As if anything 
short of removing the area below your 
rib cage completely could even touch 
that kind of suffering). Lamaze classes 
turn your husband into a Coach. The 
Coach is supposed to do neat things 
like roll tennis balls on your back and 
rub your belly while you're in labor. 
They also remind you that you're not 
inhaling or exhaling correctly by huffing 
and blowing and hee-heeing mere in-
ches from your face mid-contraction. 
Make sure you warn the Daddy-to-be 
to brush with industrial strength tooth-
paste before attempting this. If he in-
sists on suffocating with you with the 
breathing techniques he's learned from 
the class the least he can do is have 
fresh breath. 
O.K. - you and your mate take 
Lamaze classes together to prepare 
for the big day. This could be futile how-
ever for a least two reasons. One: you 
risk your husband's total apathy show-
ing in front of several other couples. 
(While I watched other men adoringly 
stroke their wife's belly and pay strict 
attention to the instructor, mine surren-
dered most willingly to the bag monster 
each and every session) . Two: there 
is still little your husband can do to af-
fect the outcome of you birthin' that 
there baby! 
Now please don 't misunderstand, I 
really think if the Coach wants to be 
involved, that's fine and dandy. I bet, 
though, if I took a poll of expectant 
fathers and asked, would you like to 
be present for the birth of your child , 
watch strangers poke around with your 
wife's private parts, have your spouse 
call you names with filthy words you 
never heard pass through her lips be-
fore and see quite a bit of blood and 
gore, OR would you rather stay home 
and watch the LakerslCeltics game? 
Methinks basketball would win hands 
down. However, we wives want our 
husbands there. Why? Don't kid your-
self and say it's because we want them 
to experience the spiritual stirrings of 
Dr. Charles R. Linkenbach, D.D.S. 
General Dentistry 
Capt. Linkenbach was formerly the 
Director of the Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
}O}O Cass St. 
Suite C-} 372·8011 
seeing a brand new life enter the world . 
Or that sharing the birth of your child 
will bring you closer in harmony with 
cosmic forces . No, no, we want them 
there to witness the serious torment 
we go through, feel tremendous guilt, 
then kneel bedside holding our hand 
and in between sobs promise they'll 
never touch us "that way" ever again. 
But of course this only occurs in our 
collective minds. 
Instead, they leap around the labor 
and delivery room comically getting in 
the nurses' way saying coach-like in-
spiring things such as "You can do it, 
Honey!" 
Great, like if I decide not to do it, 
he'd take over the next shift. 
Or here's another one: "Don't forget 
to breathe!" Oh shoot and here I plan-
ned to hold my breath until I died so 
that these demons that are ripping 
apart my lower quarters would pack up 
and go home. Guess that idea's out 
now! Got any other suggestions, 
Coach? 
There are also the conversations 
that go on while you are in labor as if 
you're not there. Admittedly the labor 
process can drag, but this is still no 
excuse. After all , it's you on that bed 
doing all the work. If you recall , how-
ever, one job of the Coach is to fetch 
ice. Making a baby come out is thirsty 
work. Now this really happened to me 
during my second delivery, so don't 
think I'm pulling your leg. A good con-
traction hit, right on the heels of 
another. It was a tad bit difficult to talk 
at the moment, so I started using hand 
signals to let my husband know I was 
in need of refreshments. I came to 
realize that sign language was not one 
of his subjects in school. There he was 
discussing with a male nurse the cur-
rent status of the Detroit Tigers (my 
husband's favorite team) completely 
absorbed in the conversation as was 
the only available nurse. I must say he 
did look up once, but only to offer his 
standard, "You're doing great, Honey!" 
Anyway, I have a tendency to rock 
back and forth when a contraction hits. 
The brakes on the bed weren't on, so 
I started to roll. There I was rocking 
and rolling, literally, right out into the 
hall and the Coach along with my nurse 
continued on page 38 
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After attending swimming lessons, 
going on picnics and to the beach, 
playing beauty shop with the neighbor-
hood children and having a "make your 
own banana split" party, back-to-
school was always a welcome time of 
the year for my mother. Her wonderful 
and creative ideas had run out for the 
summer. 
One of our more useful summer pro-
jects was a back-to-school bag. We 
used the bag for our gym clothes, how-
ever there are many other uses, such 
as school books, toys, lunch, etc. 
You will need a sewing machine and 
to purchase the following materials: 













'12 yard fabric (suggested fabric: 
broadcloth, denim) 
2 yards rope 
Thread 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Unfold fabric and on the raw or cut 
edges, turn under 3/8" twice and sew. 
Be sure and sew both cut edges. On 
both selvage edges, turn under '12" 
more than rope size. Sew across on 
both selvage edges. With right sides 
together, sew up open seams leaving 
the top open so that you may insert 
your rope. With a large safety pin, draw 
rope through your open selvage 
seams. (See diagram.) Pu ll both ends 
of rope to close. 
OUTSTANDING AEROBICS 
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• Try the area's best exercise classes at The Garden Athletic Club. 
• You 'll love the healthy feeling you get from our professionally instructed classes ... 
all in the environment of your own private club. 
• Discover the leader in aerobics ... and a club that makes you feel special. 
• Memberships priced from $37 a month. Mention this ad or bring it in 
for your Free Guest Visit. 
GARDEN RACQUETBALL & ATHLETIC CLUB 
(across from the NPGS Golf Course) 
2000 Garden Road, Monterey, Ca. 93940 (408) 646-0550 
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gardening on the hill 
How to Get Rid of Uninvited Guests 
I hope your gardening has been 
bountiful or, at the very least, an enjoy-
able pastime. It has been for me, with 
one exception .. .. PESTS! They have 
plagued me in various forms: insects, 
fungus and weeds. I would like to pass 
on how I combat these pests, but 
please remember these are not fool-
proof and I'll try to explain why. 
First we'll look at weeds because 
they are the easiest to identity. Simply 
put, weeds are any plant that is grow-
ing where it is not desired. Manual con-
trol can be very effective, but it does 
become tedious. Chemicals in the form 
of herbicides can be used also. Prior 
to planting, herbicides are designated 
as pre-emergent. These are usually 
non-selective, which means all the 
seeds or roots in the soil will be killed , 
so you have to be careful when apply-
ing these so as not to hurt any existing 
plants or desired plants. After plants 
have started to grow you can use a 
post-emergent herbicide, but be very 
careful here. Some are selective while 
others are non-selective. It is very im-
portant to choose the proper herbicide 
for the job. Some examples are: 
Round-Up, Poast, and Banve/. Round-
Up is non-selective and will kill all the 
plants it comes in contact with, while 
Poast and Banvel are selective and will 
kill only certain types of plants. I cannot 
stress enough how important it is to 
properly choose and use the correct 
herbicide. It would be a real shame to 
kill some of your favorite plants just be-
cause a mistake was made in the 
selection of the chemical you use. 
Due to the type of weather we ex-
perience around here (moderate tem-
peratures and moist air), fungi can be 
a big problem for all of us. Many fungi 
by John Walters 
and bacteria need only 18 hours of 
moisture to flourish and this can be 
easily met with the fog and low cloud 
cover we experience in this area. The 
problems I have had, and still have, 
are in the the form of powdery mi ldew 
and pithium blight. There are non-
chemical ways of combating these, 
such as spacing plants apart (to allow 
air circulation); planting in full sun; 
washing off spores which produce 
these problems; not watering in the 
evenings (mowing would be better) ; 
and, finally, buying plant varieties 
which are resistant (ask your local 
nurseryman). One chemical I have 
found to be effective is benomyl, which 
can be found in various concentrations 
depending upon the product you pur-
chase. You will have to check the label 
for whatever you want to use. 
Thirdly come the insects, which vary 
in all kinds of ways from how they eat 
and what they eat to which stage of 
their life cycle is more hazardous to 
plants or which stage of their life cycle 
is more susceptible to the insecticides. 
Basically there are two ways in which 
the insecticides work. First, contact in-
secticides do just that, kill on contact. 
They usually don't last very long -
seven to ten days - so you will have to 
spray on a schedule to maintain con-
trol. They are good to use in the veget-
able garden since the chemical won't 
harm you after the specified time lapse 
between spraying and harvesting. This 
is known as the harvest interval and 
can be found on the label of the insec-
ticide. Systemic insecticides work quite 
differently in that they are actually 
taken into the plant and when the in-
sect eats the plant juices it dies. These 
usually last quite a bit longer and are 
good for ornamental plantings, but not 
good for edible plants since the chem-
ical is in the plant to stay. Also some 
insects, such as the cabbage worm or 
the oak moth larvae, don't suck the 
juices of the plant but eat only the foil-
age; thus they are unaffected by the 
systemic insecticides. You need to 
know what you are going up against 
and then choose the correct pesticide 
to combat the problem. 
If you didn't take thtl first part of this 
article seriously, please take heed at 
this point. Pesticides can be danger-
ous if not stored or utilized properly. 
In order to do this, all you have to do 
is read the label (I can't stress this 
enough). There are four times you 
should read the label and read it com-
pletely : when you purchase the pes-
ticide, prior to use, after use and finally 
when you want to dispose of the con-
tainer. This is most important since the 
label provides you with much needed 
information. The labels must conform 
to a set of standards established by 
Federal Law. If you understand what 
you're using you will be safer and the 
desired effect is more likely to occur. 
There are ways to ensure proper use 
of pesticides and they all involve edu-
cation. 
Education in pesticide use abounds 
in this area. The University of California 
Cooperative Extension Office, located 
at 118 Wilgart Way in Salinas, has 
many publications available for sale in-
cluding a complete packet on pesticide 
safety for about $8. Monterey Penin-
sula College is providing a course, en-
titled Pesticide Application License 
Exam Preparation, this Fall semester 
and I am sure you could take this 
continued on page 38 
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Let's Bar-B-Que! These are words 
that used to strike fear into my heart. 
My husband's family Bar-B-Ques. We 
had steaks on New Year's Eve in Utah 
one year. (You know, just sweep off 
the grill. .. what's a little snow!) My fam-
ily, on the other hand, hated bar-b-
Rustler's Special Sauce 
Makes 1 qt. 
4 strips bacon, diced 
2 onions, finely chopped 
2 cloves garlic, mashed 
3 cups tomato puree 
2 tsp. soy sauce 
l1f.2 tsp. salt 
1 rounded tsp. chili powder 
1f .. cup dry mustard 
2 lOp. Hungarian paprika 
1~ tsp. cayenne 
"h cup dark corn syrup or molasses 
'I" cup brown sugar 
1 bay leal 
Saute bacon and onion in a big iron pot until 
onions are translucent and bacon crisp. Add all 
other ingredients, cover and simmer for 1 hour. 
This will keep for weeks if refrigerated. 
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by Mauml J. Cannell Harris 
ques. My Dad said that the best way 
to ruin a vacation was to : 1. sleep in 
tents ; 2. pick berries; 3. bar-b-que. 
Suddenly finding myself around a 
group of people who bar-b-que all-
year-round was really an experience. 
I have come to really enjoy cooking out-
Lemon-Garlic Marinade 
"h cup olive all 
2-3 cloves garlic, minced 
1 '12: tsp. dried, crumbled rosemary, or 3 Tbsp. 
fresh rosemary 
lots of freshly ground black pepper 
juice of 2 large lemons 
"h tsp. dried 88g8 
Combine all ingredients in small bowl and 
whisk until thoroughly blended. Pour over me~t 
in larger bowl and tum until well coated. Cover 
and marinate until needed. Retum meat to room 
temperature before cooking. Makes about 1 cup, 
enough for 1 whole chicken. 
This can be used for chicken, beef or any 
other meats. The k>nger it sits, the greater its 
effect. Other herbs can be added or substituted 
for the rosemary. 
side, even with the smoke. (Actually, 
Frank does most of the grilling!). We 
have gone past hamburgers and 
steaks and moved on to salmon, 
shrimp and cornish hens. I hope the 
following marinades and sauces will 
add some excitement to your grills, too. 
Beer Marinade 
112 cup vegetable all 
Juice 01 1 large lime 
2 Tbsp. Worcestershlre sauce 
dash ot hot pepper sauce 
1'h cup Iial beer 
2 cloves garlic, minced 
1 Tbsp. prepared mustard 
Slowly whisk oil into beer in mixing bowl. Blend 
in remaining ingredients. Makes about 2V .. cups. 
Use to marinate beef or chicken. 
Sealood Marinade 
V .. cup olive 011 
1 tap. grated lemon rind 
1 Tbap. lemon juice 
1 tap. fresh tarragon or 1/ .. tsp. dried and 
crumbled dill 
1 tsp. fresh parsley or 'I. tsp. dried and 
crumbled parsley 
salt and freshly ground pepper to taste 
Combine all ingredients in a small saucepan 
and simmer over low heat 5-1 0 mins. Cool before 
marinating fish . Makes about 'h cup. 
This is good on swordfish or tuna steaks or 
any firm-textured fish to be grilled. 
Tequila Barbeque Sauce 
1 cup catsup 
'h cup Tequila 
few drops Tobasco sauce 
1f. cup molasses 
V. cup vinegar 
1 Tbsp. Worcestershire sauce 
2 tsp. soy sauce 
'h tsp. dry mustard 
V. tsp. pepper 
2 cloves crushed garlic 
1 tsp. lemon juice 
Mix all ingredients together. let stand for sev-
eral hours. Use as a marinade or basting sauce 
for hamburgers, frankfurters, spareribs and other 
meats. 
Western Sauce 
",~ cup water 
'h cup brown sugar 
2 cups catsup 
'h cup vinegar 
2 Tbsp. cumin seed 
'h tsp. celery seed 
freshly ground black pepper 
NO o.ltl 
Combine all ingredients in a saucepan, gener-
ously grinding the pepper. Bring to slow boil and 
simmer gently for 20 mins. Use to baste meats 
while barbequing. Save at least half to reheat 
and pour over meat when it is selVed. Keep 
surplus sauce in the refrigerator for future use. 
Oriental Marinade 
v. cup sesame 011 
2 Tbsp. soy sauce 
1 clove garlic, minced 
V. tsp. dry mustard 
2 Tbsp. cider vinegar 
1 Tbop. honey 
'h tsp. grated f resh ginger root 
Combine aU ingredients. Makes 1f2 cup. This 
is good on chicken, pork or seafood. 
S1VDEN1S! WHY WAIT IN liNE? 
COl!Y. is o nly 
Exli.ress minut e s aU'a y ! 
Our Services to You Include: • Transparencies 
• Graphs/Chart Enhancement 
• Manuals/Reporl.slThesis Typing 
• Binding 
• Word Processing wlLeUer-Quality Printer 
r----------, 899- 1220 
Exterukd Hours: 922 Hilby St., Seaside, CA 
Monday-Friday 8 :30 to 6 
Saturdays 9 to Noon 
(Rig/II behil.d We"dy'sJ 
When You Need it Yesterday!! 
Herb and Wine Marinade 
112 cup dry red wine 
V. cup minced onions 
2 Tbsp. lemon juice 
2 Tbsp. vegetable 011 
2 cloves garlic, minced 
l in tsp. dried basil leaves 
1 tsp. sugar 
3/. tsp. salt 
3/. tap. dried thyme leaves 
Combine all ingredients. Makes 1 cup. This 
marinade is good with beef or pork. 
Spiced Bourbon Marinade 
% cup bourbon 
1 Tbsp. molasses or honey 
1,1. tsp. ground cumin 
'h cup butter, melted 
6 whole allspice berries 
salt and pepper to taste 
Combine all ingredients in a small bowl and 
whisk to blend thoroughly. Pour over meat and 
turn until well coated. Cover, marinate in re-
frigerator several hours or overnight. Return to 
room temperature before cooking. Makes about 
1 cup, enough for approximately 2lbs. of meat. 
Sweet marinade is best with pork or duck. 
I am looking for any recipes for low 
sugar, low calorie desserts. I also have 
a request for a sugar rock candy (the 
kind you make in a jar with string) rec-
ipe. If you have any recipes along 
these lines please send them to me. 
Also, if you are looking for a specific 
recipe, please send your request to 
Navy Bleu, S.M.C. Box 2074. Thank 
you! 
WASHINGTON D.C. BOUND? 
SHOU LD YOU: 
• Buy or Rent? • Get VA, FHA, or Conventional Loan? 
After his worldwide mil itary career and authoring articles 
on these very subjects, MARK REESE will help you find 
the answers. 
Ca ll COLLECT 703-569-9883 and ask for MARK REESE, or mail coupon below to: 
~\~ CORYELL & TUCKER REALTY INC. \(1. 5803 Rolling Rd ., Suite 215 Springfield, VA 22152 ATTN: Mark Reese NAME __________________ PHONE ______ __ ADDRESS ____________________________ __ CITY _____________ STATE ZIP ____ __ 
ARRIVAL DATE ________________________ _ 
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Gardening on the Hill 
continued from page 35 
course without taking the state exam. 
Regardless of how you learn about 
pesticides, it can help you in your gar-
dening endeavors. 
Another note on education. MPC is 
offering a number of classes in Orna-
mental Horticulture. They are all at 
night, starting around 6:30 or 7 p.m. 
and lasting until either 9:30 or 10 p.m. 
The courses range in topics from Intro-
duction to Ornamental Horticulture to 
Trees and Turfgrass Management to 
Landscape Design and also Bonsai. 
I've enjoyed the course of instruction 
at MPC and find it of good quality. So 
if you decide to go to school I'll see 
you there, but in the meantime stay 
safe with those pesticides. 
Stormy Weather 
continued from page 33 
just kept on talking. So here was this 
crazy lady, flai ling her arms and rolling 
out the labor room door bare bottom 
hanging out, heading for a balcony 
across the hallway. I almost made an 
airborne delivery before the two 
baseball experts noticed me. I man-
aged to say, "I was going to get my own 
ice but nobody noticed me." The reply 
from my husband, God bless him, was: 
"Oh no Sweetheart, that's my job!" 
Again I ask the question - do we 
need the Daddys there? After all, our 
mothers had us without our fathers pre-
sent and everything came out just fine! 
I think, after three babies and the 
time to look back and seriously con-
sider it, the answer would have to be 
a resounding YES. If the guy is willing 
to do it, and you mothers want him 
there, then he should be there. 
I see it this way, Daddy being in the 
delivery room hearing those first lusty 
screams from his daughter or son 
won 't be the last cries he'll hear. Or 
holding that newest life in his arms 
won't be the last time he'll hold his child 
to give loving comfort. My advice is, 
try to persuade even the most reluctant 
Dad to be with you. After all, the Coach 
needs to get used to the newest 







JAWS POORBOYS HOAGIES 
6 AND 8 FOOT 
PARTY 
SANDWICHES 
1193 10th St. , Monterey (1 block from Naval Postgraduate School) 
For Faster Service - Phone Ahead 375-9161 
Mon. - Sat. 7-3 Fresh Doughnuts Daily 
MENU 
M.L SANDlHCII£S ARE SERVt:O ON 1\ n U:NCII ROLl ., VUln;, Vm:l\T, OR L1Clrr RYE IlREAD '111 111 PtCK.l.f'..s. LFM'lICE . 
HOT SMiOW I cm:s 
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:i/lll~1:: 2 . "f'" 
1'I\~TRI\!'I 1 1. 7'} 
IH:I II\t;N 1.2':> 
IIt:Ef REUHF.N 1 . "'> 
ITAI . IAN fln:f 3.>0 
11.11. 0. an:r 1 . ',':> 
CIlI!.1 ooc 2.J'I 
liCIT DOC 1. loS 
COMIIIHATIOH ~ •• ><> 
MAOK 1.2':> 
0'''' PUl.TE 1 . 25 
CIHCK[tI ECC 5J\1.I\D OR TUNI\ , 
ON 1\ BED or l.F.TTOCE VITII 
TOItl\TOt:S . PEPPERS, P I CKI.ES . 
t. A lIARD so I 1£U L"CC, 
DONUTS /1OH-rRtoAYS 
l'!NtiNtON &. Jf.LLY .60 
JllAPLE BAR .. T'IITST .'!>5 
1\l.1. O'T'IIERS .)S 
ANO MI\YONNflfSE. 
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CIGI'IRt."TTES 
CUll'S 5 11. 
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VIIO I.E 1'ICKLF. 
RRt:I\KrAST ShNOVJCII ES SERVED DAlLY 7-10:)0 
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"AM & 
"'" 
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" "Gl\llOti l 
I'I\);TA 
COlt: SI .11V 
CIIOC'OLATt: " OUSSr. 
CARROT CAKE 
CUEES[ CAKE 
EXTMA ' S .2'!> 
TOMATOES 
PE .. .. . :R5 
CHEESE 
BEVERIICES 




CHOC. MILK . 4S 
O.J. ."S 





V- II , 75 
TOl'IATO .75 
5th AVE. .75 
I I 
II , , II , I I , I I I I I I II I I I I I 
"ARTY SIINDWICH WITII OtrlE DI\Y'S NOTICE)' $ 22 6' S41 8' SS? 
OJ::POSIT FOR IIOARO S '>.OO Rn'UNOm WilEN ReTURtlL1}, 6 TYPES or IIEI\TS &. ) TY1' r.s Ot' CIII<£S[, WITH 
MYQtltll\lSE lIND LETTUCE . TOMTDES AND 1'£"1'I:R5 ARE AVI\LII\OLt: AT REQUEST AT ADOIT I ONAL COST , 
I I I I I I I 11111 1 11 
ALL HOT FOOD A RE TAXA BLE AN D N O T I N C LUDE D I N P R ICE 
OUO'I'E:D A BOVE. 
~~!t~~~ M:~~DWICH SHOP 1,,;-.co....J,):1?;l~~~_ 
(1 block from Naval Postgraduate School) 
For Faster Service - Phone Ahead 375-9161 
, 
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND FACUL TV CLUB 
The Naval Postgraduate School Officers and Faculty Club is among the finest in the Navy. Its services 
are provided to all active duty officers of the Armed Forces, faculty members and other specific groups. 
Visa and MasterCharge are accepted for package store, evening food services and EI Prado Cocktail 
Lounge. 
Continental Breakfast is available in EI Rancho from 7 a.m.-l0:30 a.m., Monday through Friday. 
Breakfast for Essential Feeding is available in EI Prado from 6:45 a.m. to 7:45 a.m., Monday through 
Friday and on Saturday from 8 a.m.-l0 a.m. Dinner is available Monday through Sunday in EI Prado 
from 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Lunch is available in EI Rancho and Trident Room Monday through Friday 
11 a.m.-l :15 p.m. Sunday Brunch is served from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Attractive rooms at the Club are available for private parties, and the Club will provide prepared 
menu selections for home parties. For details, call Catering Office at 372-0875 between 9 a.m.-4 :30 




STORE - 373-7511 
Private parties in our dining 
rooms for which reservations 
have been made for 20 or more 
persons, must sign a contract (at 
least 24 hours prior to the event) 
guaranteeing 95% attendance. 
Multi -million Doll ar Producers 
- is located in Building 301 (op-
posite the Navy Exchange). 
Beer, liquor, wine, mixers, and 
bars accessories are available. 
Tuesday-Saturday 10 a.m.-5 
pm. Open Friday even ing until 6 
p.m. 
RELOCATING 
Call Toll Free 
1-800-453-1879 
EXT. 676 
Charlotte, Ron and Mary Kay - A retired military famil y prov iding pe r-;onal and 
profes sional guidance in relocating to the Wash. D.C. - Maryland - Virgi ni a areas. 
Call or write for your FREE relocation pac kage. 
lB 
'" A. ' 
RElMAX,oo - P.O. Box 549 - Bowie , MD 20715 
800-453- 1879 Ext. 676 or 30 1-72 1-2626 Collect 
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CLASSMATE MINI-SHOPPERS 
EDUCATIONAL TOYS, BOOKS, ~. SPECIAL DEUVERYI 
• AND GAMES AVAILABLE .,. What better way to say ~, THROUGH DEMONSTRATIONS ~ congratulations or announce the new 
~• AND INDIVIDUAL SALES \ 1 arrival to friends and neighbors! ~ Nina K. Rappeline SPECIAL DElIVERY to LAMESA with 647-8037 ' r-t" a 7 1h foot personalized stork in front Alexandra Palmquist of your home. Call for rentals: ~ 6478809 m 373·6651 Horne of Ourselves Crafts 
Mary Kay 
Cosmetics, Inc. lW~ Complimentary flU Facials and Glamour 
'rru®1 Kimberly Lindsey 
• \ 375-1876 LaMl:$.i!CQUntryCiub 
LA MESA CONSULTANTS ~ s_""';'" 
Longaberger Baskets ~~ 
Cheryl Taylor ~~ 
646·9185 >--, 
LA MESA CONSULTANT 
Handmade . .. lO be handed down. 




Leslie Elliott 375·7618 
Beauty Consultant In La Mesa 
• Do you have a small business out 
of you r home? 
• Do you sell or serv ice any home 
care products, weight loss prog-
rams, plast ics, baskets, make up or 
40 
"STATE OF THE ART" 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
- Custom Veneers 
- Bonding 
- Porcelain Crowns 
- Bleaching 
MARY KAY COSMETICS 
• Complimentary Facials 
• Glamour and Color Awareness 
• Gifl Selection Service (Free wrapping 
and delivery 10 you wi thin 24 hours) 
• 10% Discount on Basic Skin Care 
with this ad 
ANN DURHAM 372·0436 
* * TAMMY ~~ISe", OXBORROW 
at the Monterey Franchised 
Dance Workshop Instructor 
559 Tyler Sireet 375-8715 
MWFt2:10-t2:50 T,THt 2 NOON-1 PM 
55.00 OFF 8 OR MORE CLASSES 
WITH THIS AD 
New Students Only This location only 
toys? 
• Do you enjoy cake decorating, 
party planning, typing, tutoring, 
babysitting, sewing or other smal l 
serv ices? 
FOR THE FAMILY 
375-1112 
46 Porta Vista Drive • Monterey 
(Near Del Monte Shopping Center) 
'ndependen' " 373.6055 
I TUPPERW ARE I 
""-1987/ 
DEBORAH V ANN 
SMOLINSKI MALINIAK 
373-4621 LA MESA DEALERS 646-0658 
Does your DECOR 
need NEW IDEAS? 
I CAN HELP! 
Call for FREE Consultation 
SUSAN SCHWARTZ 
649·6859 
., Think about advertising in The 
Classmate 's new co lumn . 
• Call : Joanne Woodard (375·4093) 
by the 5th of the month prior to the 
month of publication. 
I 
- Children Over 3 
Welcome and Treated 
Lovingly 
- Adult Cleaning . $34 
- Child 's Cleaning . $24 
- Nitrous Oxide 
for Relaxation 
- VISA, Mastercard and 
Payment Plans Available 
, 
We'll help you find a new 
home in a new hometown. 
When you're relocating, we can help. By selling your home here and help-
ing you find a new one in a new hometown. Our CENTURY 21· office is 
part of the largest referral system in real estate. The CENTURY 21 VIP" 
Referral Network links thousands of CENTURY 21 offices system-wide. It 
gives you access to ready buyers, and connects you with trained real estate 
professionals who can make you feel at home, wherever you're moving. 
Give us a call. And put the hometown advantage to work for you. 
Put Number 1 to work for you: ® 
ARNDT ASSOCIATES, INC. 
550 Camino EI Estero 




C 1987 Century 21 Real Estate Corporation as trustee for the NAF. ~ and ,. -trademarks of Century 21 Real Estate Corporation . Equal Housing Opportunity 1iil 
EACH OFFICE IS INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED. 
Relocating? 
Washington, DC-Virginia-Maryland 
Come To An Open Douse 
FREE Individual Consultation 
and Information Packet 
• Housing & Real Estate Market • Schools & Communities 
• Financing & Qualifying • Transportation 
, AUGUST 1. 4th - 1.6th FRIDAY - SUNDAY 
1.0 A.M. - 5 P.M. 
IIYATT REGENCY MONTEREY 
CONFERENCE CENTER 
"BIG SUR II", ROOM 
ONE OLD GOLF COURSE ROAD 
MONTEREY, CALIFORlYIA 




Toll-free Number 1-800-525-8910, 
Ext. 9235 
I -
Area's Largest Independent Realtor - Over 100 Offices to Serve You 
m Ovpr ~4 Billion In 1986 Sales ~ 
• 
